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Abstract
We use Fock-state expansions and the Light-Front Coupled-Cluster (LFCC) method
to study mass eigenvalue problems in quantum field theory. Specifically, we study
convergence of the method in scalar Yukawa theory. In this theory, a single charged
particle is surrounded by a cloud of neutral particles. The charged particle can create
or annihilate neutral particles, causing the n-particle state to depend on the n+ 1 and
n − 1-particle state. Fock state expansion leads to an infinite set of coupled equations
where truncation is required. The wave functions for the particle states are expanded
in a basis of symmetric polynomials and a generalized eigenvalue problem is solved
for the mass eigenvalue. The mass eigenvalue problem is solved for multiple values
for the coupling strength while the number of particle states and polynomial basis
order are increased. Convergence of the mass eigenvalue solutions is then obtained.
Three mass ratios between the charged particle and neutral particles were studied. This
includes a massive charged particle, equal masses and massive neutral particles. Relative
probability between states can also be explored for more detailed understanding of the
process of convergence with respect to the number of Fock sectors. The reliance on
higher order particle states depended on how large the mass of the charge particle was.
The higher the mass of the charged particle, the more the system depended on higher
order particle states. The LFCC method solves this same mass eigenvalue problem using
an exponential operator. This exponential operator can then be truncated instead to
form a finite system of equations that can be solved using a built in system solver
provided in most computational enviroments, such as MatLab and Mathematica. First
approximation in the LFCC method allows for only one particle to be created by the
new operator and proved to be not powerful enough to match the Fock state expansion.
The second order approximation allowed one and two particles to be created by the
new operator and converged to the Fock state expansion results. This showed the
LFCC method to be a reliable replacement method for solving quantum field theory
problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
An important aspect to physics is understanding real systems on a fundamental level.
We can look at the building blocks of the universe and try to understand how they work.
Classically, we want to find the equations of motion for a system. Understanding the
equations of motion define how the system behaves. The way we do this is first defining
the Lagrangian.
This method breaks down as objects get smaller and smaller and we have to go to
a quantum frame. Quantum mechanically we care about the energy of a system. Here
we define a system’s Hamiltonian, then solve an eigenvalue problem to get the energy.
This system also breaks down once particles are moving at relativistic speeds. For
this, we move to quantum field theory and solve for a mass eigenvalue for the system.
In this work, we will be looking at a charged particle surrounded by a cloud of neutrals.
This is primarily done through quenched scalar Yukawa theory [1,2].
The Lagrangian for a system, classically, is the kinetic energy function of a system
with the potential energy function subtracted. Kinetic energy is defined nonrelativisti-
cally as p
2
2m where p is the momentum and m is the mass. Quantum mechanically
p = −i~ ∂
∂x
(1.1)
in one dimension. We can define a Hamiltonian to be the kinetic energy added to the
potential energy. Schro¨dinger’s equation is then defined as
Eψ = Hψ. (1.2)
1
2This is an eigenvalue problem. From a time independent one dimensional view we have
Eψ =
[
− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+ V
]
ψ. (1.3)
Here, ψ is a wave function.
A wave function defines the probability for system to be in a state. For example,
for a time independent single particle system
∫ a
b
|ψ(x)|2dx (1.4)
defines the probability for the particle to be between a and b. Wave functions mathe-
matically behave as vectors in a Hilbert space. To get information out of them, we act
on them with linear transformations we call operators. Operators behave like matrices
and therefore are not always commutative. If A and B are both operators
[A,B] ≡ AB −BA, (1.5)
and is called a commutation relation.
The Hilbert space is the collection of all functions that define a vector space with
∫ a
b
|ψ(x)|2dx <∞. (1.6)
The state of the system will be represented using bra-ket notation. The ket is
symbolized by |〉. The state of a quantum mechanical system will be represented by |ψ〉,
and the corresponding wave function for this system is defined by
|ψ〉 =
∫ ∞
∞
dx |x〉 〈x|ψ〉 , (1.7)
with 〈x|ψ〉 = ψ(x) and |x〉 the eigenvector of position [3].
The particles in this work are behaving under relativistic assumptions. This means
we have to treat our particles as fields for a proper quantum description [4]. A field here
means a quantum operator defined at each point in space and time. This makes spatial
coordinates difficult to work with. We will then use momentum to define everything
and work in a Fock space instead. A Fock space is a Hilberts space built from states
3with a definite number of particles, each with a definite momentum. A Fock state is a
particular basis state in the Fock space.
Fock state expansion works primarily with momentum so, if the total momentum
changes, our wave functions will change. To fix this, we will work with light-front
coordinates, which will be discussed in chapter 2. This coordinate system is based on
momentum fractions and is invariant under a Lorentz transformation. Chapter 2 will
also show the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian for our system. The mass eigenvalue is found
by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem by truncating the number of particles used.
The light-front coupled-cluster method (LFCC) analyses the same physical situations
but without using a Fock-space truncation [5]. Instead of truncating the number of
particles, the way the wave functions interact are defined through an operator, T , which
is then truncated instead [6].
Previous work involving the LFCC method focused the lowest level approximation to
the T operator. This included work on φ4 theory, which is a theory of neutrals only with
a Hamiltonian into four parts which created and annihilated different number of neutrals
[7]. The next step is to consider higher order approximation to the T operator. That is
what we consider here, to see how many terms might be needed to accurately represent
a quantum eigenstate. This will be done in quenched scalar Yukawa theory (a.k.a. the
Wick-Cutosky model), where quenched means that pair creation and annihilation is
excluded. This theory provides perhaps the simplest context within which to consider
the LFCC method and therefore provides an ideal test. The Fock-state epansion method
will be used to judge the accuracy of the LFCC results. To see why the quenched form
of the theory is necessary, see earlier work such as [8].
The light-front coupled-cluster method will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. This
chapter will present both first and second order approximations. Chapter 4 will then
compare the Fock state expansion to the LFCC method with the code for the work
provided in Appendix A. Chapter 5 contains a brief summary.
Chapter 2
Light-Front Scalar Field Theory
To meet the objective of this work, we wish to study scalar Yukawa theory. To do this,
we need to build a foundation by examining the field theory using light-front coordinates
2.1 Light-Front Coordinates
Light-front coordinates [9] are defined by x± ≡ t±z, with x+ as the light-front time and
with the transverse coordinates unchanged ~x⊥ ≡ (x, y). The spacetime four-vectors are
defined as xµ = (x+, x−, ~x⊥) and the three vector as x = (x−, ~x⊥). The four-momentum
is then pµ = (p+, p−, ~p⊥) with p− ≡ E − pz and p+ ≡ E + pz, the light-front energy
and longitudinal momentum respectively. The dot product of a coordinate vector and
momentum vector is p ·x = 12(p−x++p+x−)−~p⊥ ·~x⊥. The mass shell condition p2 = m2
becomes p− = (m2 + p2⊥)/p
+. Spatial derivatives are defined by
∂± ≡ ∂∂x± = 12
(
∂
∂t ± ∂∂z
)
, ~∂⊥ ≡
(
∂
∂x ,
∂
∂y
)
.
Systems of n particles with momentum pi for the ith particle and invariant mass M
have a total momentum P . Components are defined as normal but P− = (M2+P 2⊥)/P
+
Now define xi ≡ p+i /P+ and ~ki⊥ ≡ ~pi⊥ − xi ~P⊥. Any two frames of reference can be
connected by a combination of longitudinal boosts along z and a combination between
transverse boosts and rotations. xi and ~ki⊥ are invariant under these boosts and so,
wave functions defined under these terms, are also invariant. This is the reason light-
front quantization is used.
With these definitions, the light-front Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem becomes the
4
5set of two equations
P− |ψ(P )〉 =
M2 + P 2⊥
P+
|ψ(P )〉 ,P |ψ(P )〉 = P |ψ(P )〉.
The second equation is solved by expanding the eigenstate in Fock states, eigenstates
of particle number with definite momentum for each particle.
2.2 Quenched Scalar Yukawa Theory
We will be looking at a charged scalar surrounded by a cloud of neutrals moving along
in the z direction. The Lagrangian for this system and Hamiltonian density are
L = ∂µX ∗∂µX −m2|X |2 +
1
2
(∂µφ)
2 −
1
2
µ2φ2 − gφ|X |2, (2.1)
H = |~∂⊥X|2 +m2|X |2 +
1
2
(~∂⊥φ)2 +
1
2
µ2φ2 + gφ|X |2. (2.2)
This system is very similar to a simple neutral scalar field and can be solved using
Fourier decomposition
φ(x) =
∫
dp+d2p⊥√
16pi3p+
[
a(p)e−ip·x + a†(p)eip·x
]
(2.3)
X (x) =
∫
dp+d2p⊥√
16pi3p+
[
c+(p)e
−ip·x + c†−(p)e
ip·x
]
. (2.4)
The operators a and c move between states by creating new particles with a† and c† or
annihilating particles with a and c. They have the commutation relations
[a(p), a(p′)] = 0, [a†(p), a†(p′)] = 0, [a(p), a†(p′)] = δ(p− p′). (2.5)
With non-zero commutation relation
[c±(p), c
†
±(p
′)] = δ(p− p′). (2.6)
The a operator is for the neutral particles with c being for the charged particle. For
example, with |0〉 as the Fock vacuum, a†(P ) |0〉 is the state of one neutral particle with
6momentum P . This then will lead to the Hamiltonian being written as P− = P−0 +P−int.
P−0 =
∫
dp
m2 + ~p2⊥
p+
[
c†+(p)c+(p) + c
†
−(p)c−(p)
]
+
∫
dq
µ2 + ~q2⊥
q+
a†(q)a(q) (2.7)
P−int = g
∫
dpdq√
16pi3p+q+(p+ + q+)
[(
c†+(p+ q)c+(p) (2.8)
+c†−(p+ q)c−(p)
)
a(q)
+a†(q)
(
c†+(p)c+(p+ q) + c
†
−(p)c−(p+ q)
) ]
+g
∫
dpdq√
16pi3p+1 p
+
2 (p
+
1 + p
+
1 )
[
c†+(p1)c
†
−(p2)a(p1 + p2)
+a†(p
1
+ p
2
)c+(p1)c−(p2)
]
For the quenched theory, the pair production and annihilation term is dropped. The
Fock-state expansion for a particle of charge ±1 is
|ψ±(P )〉 =
∞∑
n=0
(P+)n/2
∫ ( n∏
i
dxid
2ki⊥
)
θ(1−
n∑
i
xi)ψ
±
n (xi;
~ki⊥)|xi, ~ki⊥, P , n,±〉,
(2.9)
with the Fock states written as
|xi, ~ki⊥, P , n,±〉 =
1√
n!
c†±((1−
n∑
i
xi)P
+, (1−
n∑
i
xi)~P⊥ −
n∑
i
~ki⊥) (2.10)
×
n∏
i
a†(xiP+, ~ki⊥ + xi ~P⊥)|0〉.
Now this is substituted into the eigenvalue problem P− |ψ±(P )〉 =
M2± + P 2⊥
P+
|ψ(P )〉
which leads to a coupled system for the wave functions ψn
M2±ψ
±
n (xi,
~ki⊥) =
(
m2 + (
∑
i
~ki⊥)2
1−∑i xi +
n∑
i
µ2 + k2i⊥
xi
)
ψ±n (xi; ~ki⊥) (2.11)
7+
g√
16pi3n
n∑
j
ψ±n−1(x1, ~k1⊥; . . . ;xj−1,~kj−1⊥;xj+1,~kj+1⊥; . . . ;xn, ~kn⊥)√
xj(1−
∑
i 6=j xi)(1−
∑
i xi)
+
g
√
n+ 1√
16pi3
∫
dyd2q⊥θ(1−
n∑
i
xi − y)
ψ±n+1(x1, ~k1⊥; . . . ;xn, ~kn⊥; y, ~q⊥)√
y(1−∑i xi − y)(1−∑i xi) .
This system is then solved for M± and ψ±n .
2.3 Approximations and Equations
Eq. (2.7) can be simplified by assuming the system is in only one space dimension. We
will also drop any superscript + or subscript ± from now on. We will divide both sides
by µ2 to reduce variables and rename m
2
µ2
= m˜2 and g√
4piµ2
= λ. These simplifications
result in
M2
µ2
ψn(xi) =
(
m˜2
1−∑i xi +
n∑
i
1
xi
)
ψn(xi) (2.12)
+
λ√
n
n∑
j
ψn−1(x1, . . . , xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xn)√
xj(1−
∑
i 6=j xi)(1−
∑
i xi)
+λ
√
n+ 1
∫
dyθ(1−
n∑
i
xi − y) ψn+1(x1, . . . , xn, y)√
y(1−∑i xi − y)(1−∑i xi) .
Now we want to write ψn(xi) in terms of symmetric polynomials or
ψn(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
N,k=0
bNk
√√√√x1x2 . . . xn(1− n∑
i
xi
)
Q
(n)
Nk(x1, . . . , xn). (2.13)
Q
(n)
Nk needs to be symmetric with respect to (xi ↔ xj). This makes
Q
(n)
Nk = x
m1
1 x
m2
2 . . . x
mn
n +
∑
i 6=j
(xi ↔ xj), (2.14)
N = m1 + m2 + . . . + mn where N ≥ mi ≥ 0. N is the total degree of the basis
polynomials with k summing over all basis polynomials with total degree N . To help
illustrate this
8Q
(n)
N0 = x
N
1 + x
N
2 + . . .+ x
N
n
Q
(n)
N1 = x
N−1
1 x2 + x
N−1
1 x3 + . . .+ x
N−1
1 xn + x
N−1
2 x1 + x
N−1
2 x3 + . . .
... (2.15)
Q
(n)
Nk = x
m1
1 x
m2
2 . . . x
mn
n + x
m2
1 x
m1
2 . . . x
mn
n + . . .
and so on. This sort of basis expansion will also be used in Chapter 3.
We can represent these polynomials using vectors. The vectors length will be the
number of particles with elements consisting of mi. This leads to the representation
(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) = x
m1
1 x
m2
2 . . . x
mn
n +
∑
i 6=j
(xi ↔ xj). (2.16)
These vectors are easy to make in code using a recurrence function. The polynomials
are then easier to work with and manipulate using these vectors instead.
Eq. (2.8) can now be re-written as
M2
µ2
√√√√x1x2 . . . xn(1− n∑
i
xi
)
Q
(n)
Nk(x1, . . . , xn) = (2.17)
(
m˜2
1−∑i xi +
n∑
i
1
xi
)√√√√x1x2 . . . xn(1− n∑
i
xi
)
Q
(n)
Nk(x1, . . . , xn)
+
λ√
n
n∑
j
√
x1 . . . xj−1xj+1 . . . xnQ
(n−1)
Nk (x1, . . . , xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xn)√
xj(1−
∑
i xi)
+λ
√
n+ 1
∫
dyθ(1−
n∑
i
xi − y)
√
x1x2 . . . xnQ
(n+1)
Nk (x1, . . . , xn, y)√
(1−∑i xi) .
We will project onto Eq. (2.13) each state and part of the approximation will be how
many projections we do. The projection will consist of multiplying and integrating over
9the momentum by
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
. . .
∫ (1−∑n−1i xi)
0
n∏
i
dxi
√√√√x1x2 . . . xn(1− n∑
i
xi
)
Q
(n)
N ′k′(x1, . . . , xn) (2.18)
This projection defines a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form
C~Ψ =
M2
µ2
D~Ψ. (2.19)
~Ψ is a vector consisting of the bNk. C and D are block matrices of the form
C =

c00 c01 0 0 . . .
c10 c11 c12 0 . . .
0 c21 c22 c23 . . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
 , (2.20)
D =

d0 0 0 . . .
0 d1 0 . . .
0 0 d2 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
 ,
where di is a block with entries
diN1k1,N2,k2 =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
. . .
∫ (1−∑i−1j xj)
0
i∏
j
dxj x1x2 . . . xi
1− i∑
j
xj
(2.21)
×Q(i)N1k1(x1, . . . , xi)Q
(i)
N2k2
(x1, . . . , xi).
C represents Eq. (2.13) where the diagonal matrices are contributed by the same sector
term or the first term on the right hand side to give
ciiN1k1,N2,k2 =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
. . .
∫ (1−∑i−1j xi)
0
i∏
j
dxj
 m˜2
1−∑j xj +
i∑
j
1
xj
 (2.22)
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×x1x2 . . . xi
1− i∑
j
xj
Q(i)N1k1(x1, . . . , xi)Q(i)N2k2(x1, . . . , xi).
The upper diagonal matrices are contributions made by a neutral particle being anni-
hilated. This means the ith+1 state makes a contribution to the ith projection given
by the third term in Eq. (2.13) yielding
cii+1N1k1,N2,k2 = λ
√
i+ 1
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
. . .
∫ (1−∑n−1i xi)
0
∫ (1−∑ij xi)
0
i∏
j
dxj dy x1x2 . . . xi
×Q(i)N1k1(x1, . . . , xi)Q
(i+1)
N2k2
(x1, . . . , xi+1). (2.23)
The lower diagonal terms correspond to a neutral particle being created. This means
the ith-1 state makes a contribution to the ith projection given by the second term in
Eq. (2.13) yielding
ci−1iN1k1,N2,k2 =
λ√
i
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
. . .
∫ (1−∑n−1i xi)
0
i∏
j
dxj (2.24)
×
i∑
m
x1x2 . . . xm−1xm+1 . . . xiQ
(i−1)
N1k1
(x1, . . . , xi−1)Q
(i)
N2k2
(x1, . . . , xi).
With the basis polynomials and physical symmetry of the system, both C and D will
be symmetric. This is a useful check when coding and looking at results.
2.4 Results for Fock State Expansion
We have defined multiple variables we are free to play with. The simplest is m˜. This is a
ratio between the mass of the charged particle and the mass of a single neutral particle.
We will be looking at four different values for m˜ namely 0.01,0.1,1, and 10. For each
m˜ value we can control how many particle sectors we use to find our mass ratio, M
2
µ2
,
or total system mass over a neutral particle mass. We will use n to mean the n-neutral
sector. Finally, we want to see how the mass ratio changes with the coupling strength, λ.
The higher the coupling strength, the more sensitive the result should be to the number
of constituents. We are looking for convergence within each sector with respect to the
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basis size as well as overall convergence with respect to the number of sectors. Since the
result is a mass ratio, any result that gives a negative value is not a physical solution a
negative mass squared corresponds to an imaginary mass. For a single neutral particle,
Figure 2.1 shows immediate convergence between basis polynomial orders.
Figure 2.2 shows a similar result with some noticeable differences in mass ratio for
coupling strengths higher than 0.8 but these difference appear after the mass ratio is
negative and can be disregarded. Figure 2.3 shows differences can occur before the
mass ratio becomes negative. Figure 2.3 shows why convergence with respect to basis
polynomials is tested. We can see how the sectors are influencing each other to get a
better idea of what is going on. We used relative probability defined by
∫
ψ2i
ψ20
∏
i
dxi. (2.25)
The probabilities were then plotted with respect to the coupling strength shown in
Figure 2.4. This shows that the zero-neutral sector is the most probable for m˜ = 1.
Figure 2.6 shows that as we increase the number of particles, the probability for higher
sectors become more noticeable with Figure 2.8 implying convergence since the five-
sector contribution is close to zero relative to the other sectors.
We see something similar in Figure 2.10 where we are comparing sectors. Notice how
the four, five, and six-neutral sector are converged on top of each other. This is expected
from the probability graph, Figure 2.8, giving such low probability for the five-neutral
sector. We do the same analysis for m˜ = 10. The mass of the charged particle being 10
times larger than the neutral particles runs into some complications. The final mass ratio
is fairly large so to get to a point where it becomes negative, larger coupling strength
needs to be tested. The larger m˜ value results in a higher dependence on higher particle
sectors illustrated by Figure 2.14. The overall convergence, shown in Figure 2.15, is not
very good for large coupling. This result is believed to be a limitation on the code itself.
Since, more neutral sectors had to be used, this causes a larger generalized eigenvalue
problem to have to be solved. This can cause compound errors to occur especially if any
eigenvalues are small. One attempt at fixing this solution was to normalize the basis
polynomials but this did not fully solve the problem. Notice from Figure 2.15 as the
number of particles increased, the order of basis polynomial could only be first order.
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This was more from the code giving errors than actual convergence.
For small values of m˜ the opposite occurs. Convergence is seen almost immediately
shown in Figures 2.16-17 with evidence for convergence in Figure 2.18 which is the
probability graph showing that only the one-neutral sector matters. We also have a
limit with how little m˜ can be, which is illustrated in Figure 2.20. As the coupling
strength goes to zero
M2
µ2
= m˜2 (2.26)
but with m˜ = 0.01 the mass ratio appears to almost always be negative.
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Figure 2.1: One-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 1 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.2: Two-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 1 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.3: Three-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 1 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.4: Relative probabilities with for up to three neutrals for m˜ = 1, with each
curve corresponding to the relative probability between ψ0 and ψn. The graph shows
how the probabilities between each sector change with the coupling strength. This graph
shows that the most probable state is the zero-neutral state.
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Figure 2.5: Four-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 1 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.6: Relative probabilities for up to four neutrals for m˜ = 1, with each curve
corresponding to the relative probability between ψ0 and ψn. The graph shows how the
probabilities between each sector change with the coupling strength. This graph shows
that the four-neutral sector has very little probability.
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Figure 2.7: Five-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 1 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.8: Relative probabilities for up to five neutrals for m˜ = 1, with each curve
corresponding to the relative probability between ψ0 and ψn. The graph shows how the
probabilities between each sector change with the coupling strength. This graph shows
that as more particles are added, the probability gets less and less.
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Figure 2.9: Six-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 1 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.10: Sector convergence for m˜ = 1 with n being the number of neutrals in the
highest Fock sector and N being the highest order for basis polynomials. Any value
below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is not physical and can be disregarded.
The graph shows a decreasing difference as the number of Fock sectors is increased,
which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.11: One-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 10 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.12: Two-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 10 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.13: Three-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 10 with N being the highest
order for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass
which is not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference
as the number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.14: Relative probabilities for up to four neutrals for m˜ = 10, with each curve
corresponding to the relative probability between ψ0 and ψn. The graph shows how the
probabilities between each sector change with the coupling strength. This graph shows
that the most probable state is the zero-neutral sector. For coupling strengths below
12, but that sectors with neutrals become more probable above 12.
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Figure 2.15: Sector convergence for m˜ = 10 with n being the number of neutrals in the
highest Fock sector and N being the highest order for basis polynomials. The graph
is cut off at coupling strength 16 due to compound error in the code causing results
to miss the desired eigenvalue. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass
which is not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference
as the number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.16: One-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 0.1 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.17: Two-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 0.1 with N being the highest order
for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is
not physical and can be disregarded. The graph shows a decreasing difference as the
number of Fock sectors is increased, which implies convergence.
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Figure 2.18: Relative probabilities for up to four neutrals for m˜ = 0.1, with each curve
corresponding to the relative probability between ψ0 and ψn. The graph shows how the
probabilities between each sector change with the coupling strength. This graph shows
that the most probable state is by far the zero-neutral state.
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Figure 2.19: Sector convergence for m˜ = 0.1 with n being the number of neutrals in
the highest Fock sector and N being the highest order for basis polynomials. Any value
below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass which is not physical and can be disregarded.
The graph shows a decreasing difference as the number of Fock sectors is increased, which
implies convergence. For this small m˜ value, convergence is seen almost immediately.
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Figure 2.20: One-neutral sector convergence for m˜ = 0.01 with N being the highest
order for basis polynomials. Any value below 0 corresponds to an imaginary mass
which is not physical and be disregarded. For low enough m˜, no coupling strength leads
to a physical mass. The most probable cause is compound error in the code due to such
small values.
Chapter 3
Light-Front Coupled-Cluster
Method
3.1 Introduction
Solving the eigenvalue problem in Chap. 2 normally involves expanding the state in
Fock states. This will lead to an infinite set of equations that need to be truncated.
This will lead to multiple errors. We can avoid Fock-space truncation by expanding the
state in a single Fock state and defining an exponential operator
∣∣ψ±(P+)〉 = √ZeT |φ〉 , (3.1)
with |φ〉 = c†±(P+) |0〉. T is defined as an infinite sum
T =
∑
n
Tn, (3.2)
where Tn when acting on the state creates n particles and is defined as
Tn =
∫
dp+
n∏
i
dq+i tn(q
+
1 , . . . , q
+
n , p
+)
(
n∏
i
a†(q+i )
)
c†±(p
+)c±
(
p+ +
n∑
i
q+i
)
. (3.3)
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The original eigenvalue problem then becomes
PvP− |φ〉 =
M2± + P 2⊥
P+
|φ〉 , (1− Pv)P− |φ〉 = 0. (3.4)
With Pv being the projection onto the valence sector and P− = e−TP−eT . In the
first approximation, we only allow one particle to be created at a time. This results in
T = T1. P
2
⊥ will be set to zero again assuming the system is in one space dimension.
3.2 First Approximation
Now we use a Taylor series expansion to rewrite the effective Hamiltonian as
P− =
(
1− T1 + T
2
1
2
)
P−
(
1 + T1 +
T 21
2
)
. (3.5)
The truncation in the Taylor series is caused by only allowing a contribution up to the
first sector, ψ1. The T operator creates a neutral particle while the Hamiltonian, P−,
can only annihilate one particle at most. This means any combination of T1 acting on
the state that creates more than two particles will not be allowed. Consequently, powers
of T1 higher than two can be ignored. Some terms remaining in P− will also be dropped
for the same reason resulting in
P− = P− + P−T1 − T1P− + P
−T 21
2
− T1P−T1. (3.6)
For the first approximation, we then project onto the valence sector and the one-
particle sector to get a two-equation system of equations. In other words, the first
equation will consist of contributions where only the charged particle survives whereas
the second equation consists only of contributions where a single neutral and charged
particle survive:
M2
P
=
m2
P
+
∫ P
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)√
q(P − q)P , (3.7)
0 =
g√
4pi
1√
q′1(P − q′1)P
+
µ2
q′1
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1) (3.8)
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+
1
2
∫ P−q′1
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q, P − q′1 − q)√
q(P − q′1)(P − q′1 − q)
+
m2
P − q′1
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)
+
1
2
∫ P−q′1
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)t1(q′1, P − q′1 − q)√
q(P − q′1)(P − q′1 − q)
−m
2
P
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)
−
∫ P
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q, P − q)√
q(P − q)P .
These equations are made through vertex rules similar to Feynman diagrams. Figure
3.1 consists of all possible outcomes of P− acting on the current state. The charged
particle is coming in from the right with total momentum P . The dotted lines are the
neutral particles with momentum q, and the solid line is the charged particle that gains
and loses momentum along the path. Figure 3.1(a) is represented by the first term in Eq.
(3.8) on the right side. This vertex contributes the coefficient g√
4pi
as well as an additional
factor in the denominator consisting of the square root of the incoming and two outgoing
momentum multiplied together. Figure 3.1(b) contributes the same coefficient out front
but now the additional consists of the square root of the two incoming along with the
single outgoing momentum multiplied together. This vertex also requires an integral
from 0 to the total momentum with respect to the incoming momentum. This sort of
integral is seen in the second term in Eq. (3.7) on the right side. Figure 3.1(c) and
3.1(d) give a fraction consisting of the mass of the particle squared that the vertex is
acting on in the numerator and a denominator consisting of the particles momentum.
The first term on the right side of Eq. (3.7) represents Figure 3.1(c). Figure 3.2 is is
the diagram representation of T1 acting on a single charged particle with momentum P .
This contributes the function t1, represented by the grey circle, where the arguments
will consist of the two outgoing momentum. Figure 3.2 will contribute t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)
specifically.
Each term in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 correspond to a particle diagram. The two terms
on the right hand side of Equation 3.7 corresponds to Figure 3.1c and 3.3 respectively.
The first term in Equation 3.8 corresponds to Figure 3.1a with the term linked to Figure
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3.4 added next. The next line corresponds to Figure 3.5. The next mass term originates
from Figure 3.6 with the following line being from Figure 3.7. The next term is the first
term with a negative coefficient and is related to Figure 3.8. The last term in Equation
3.8 is related to Figure 3.9.
We still want these equations to be made up of momentum fractions. Recall from
earlier q′1 = x1P and q = yP . These substitutions are made and the extra factors of P
from dq and under the square roots are combined, to obtain
M2
P
=
m2
P
+
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )√
y(1− y)P , (3.9)
0 =
g√
4pi
1√
x1(1− x1)P 3
+
µ2
x1P
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P ) (3.10)
+
1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(yP, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − y)P
+
m2
(1− x1)P t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )
+
1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )t1(x1P, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − y)P
−m
2
P
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )
−
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(yP, (1− y)P )√
y(1− y)P .
We want T1 |φ〉 to match the second term from |ψ±(P )〉 where for n=1
|ψ±(P )〉 = (P )1/2
∫
dx1ψ
±
1 (x1)c
†
±((1− x1)P )a†(x1P ) |0〉 . (3.11)
We need to then re-scale t1 such that
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P ) = Pαt˜1(x1). (3.12)
To determine α, rewrite T1 with momentum fractions and this re-scaling for t1 gives
T1 |φ〉 = Pα+1
∫
dx1t˜1(x1)a
†(x1P )c
†
±((1− x1)P )c±(P ) |φ〉 . (3.13)
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The only difference we care about is the different powers on P . Defining α to be −12
fixes this issue. The re-scaling depends on the two argument of t1. The method is taking
the first argument, adding it to the second argument then dividing the first argument
by this total. This is the argument for t˜1 multiplied by the total raised to α,
t1(yP, (1− x1 − y)P ) = ((1− x1)P )− 12 t˜1
(
y
(1− x1)
)
. (3.14)
We will then use this substitution for our system of equations and simplify as much as
we can which includes canceling P everywhere yielding
M2 = m2 +
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)√
y(1− y) , (3.15)
0 =
g√
4pi
1√
x1(1− x1)
+
µ2
x1
t˜1(x1) (3.16)
+
1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(x1)t˜1(
y
1−x1 )
(1− x1)
√
y(1− x1 − y)
+
m2
1− x1 t˜1(x1)
+
1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)t˜1(
x1
1−y )√
y(1− x1)(1− y)(1− x1 − y)
−m2t˜1(x1)
−
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(x1)t˜1(y)√
y(1− y) .
Now we want to apply numerical methods similar to those in section 2.4. For t˜1(x)
we will be using a weighted Jacobi polynomial substitution to require orthogonality. We
will use the same notation as
t˜1(x) =
∑
n
an
√
x(1− x)P (1)n (x), (3.17)
where P
(1)
n (x) is the nth Jacobi polynomial [10]. The superscript 1 indicates the first
order approximation. Jacobi polynomials are defined as
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P (α,β)n (x) = (n+ α)! (n+ β)!
∑
s
1
s! (n+ α− s)! (β + s)! (n− s)!
×
(
x− 1
2
)n−s(x+ 1
2
)s
. (3.18)
where the superscripts α and β need to be determined through the orthogonality con-
dition
∫ 1
−1
(1− x)α(1 + x)βP (α,β)m (x)P (α,β)n (x)dx =
2α+β+1
2n+ α+ β + 1
×Γ(n+ α+ 1)Γ(n+ β + 1)
Γ(n+ α+ β + 1)n!
.(3.19)
First, we want the integral to go from 0 to 1. Substitute x = 2x− 1. This gives,
∫ 1
0
2α+β(1− x)α(x)βP (α,β)m (x)P (α,β)n (x)dx. (3.20)
Overall we want
∫ 1
0
(1− x)xP (1)m (x)P (1)n (x)dx = δnm. (3.21)
Matching the weight functions gives α = β = 1 and since we made the integral only
positive, Γ(n) = (n− 1)! . This means
2α+β+1
2n+ α+ β + 1
Γ(n+ α+ 1)Γ(n+ β + 1)
Γ(n+ α+ β + 1)n!
=
23
2n+ 3
(n+ 1)! (n+ 1)!
(n+ 2)!n!
. (3.22)
Finally we simplify the factorials and move everything to one side to result in
∫ 1
0
x(1− x)2n+ 3
2
n+ 2
n+ 1
P (1,1)n (x)P
(1,1)
m (x)dx = δnm. (3.23)
Comparing this with what we wanted yields
P (1)n (x) =
√(
2n+ 3
2
n+ 2
n+ 1
)
P (1,1)n (x). (3.24)
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Each equation from our system of equations earlier is then projected onto each basis
function. The first equation will stay the same while each term in the second equation
will be multiplied by
√
x1(1− x1)P (1)n (x1) and integrated from 0 to 1 with respect to
x1. This will make each term in the equation a matrix that we can multiply by a vector
containing a0 to aN . We will then divide both sides in both equations by µ
2 to make
our mass a ratio to essentially eliminate a variable and also replace g
µ2
√
4pi
with λ for
simplicity. We will define
m2
µ2
= m˜2. (3.25)
Summations over the index of the coefficients an will be implied from now on. With
these substitutions and simplification we get
M2
µ2
= m˜2 + λ
∫ 1
0
dy anP
(1)
n (y), (3.26)
0 = λ
∫ 1
0
dx1 P
(1)
n (x1) +
∫ 1
0
dx1 (1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1) (3.27)
+
1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx1 x1amalP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (x1)P
(1)
l (
y
1−x1 )
(1− x1)
+m˜2
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1amP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (x1)
+
1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx1 x1amalP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (y)P
(1)
l (
x1
1−y )
(1− y)
−m˜2
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1(1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1)
−λ
∫ 1
0
dy alP
(1)
l (y)
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1(1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1).
We don’t want to be working with any fractions when we actually try to solve these
equations. To simplify things, any fraction inside the basis function will be substituted
with the most common substitutions being z = y1−x1 . This does not always simplify
completely and the order of integration may need to be swapped as well. For this set
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of equations, only one such case exists and is
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx1 =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−y
0
dx1dy. (3.28)
Any further simplifications will be done such as simplification and combination of terms.
This results in
M2
µ2
= m˜2 + λ
∫ 1
0
dy anP
(1)
n (y), (3.29)
0 = λ
∫ 1
0
dx1 P
(1)
n (x1) +
∫ 1
0
dx1 (1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1) (3.30)
+
1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
dz alP
(1)
l (z)
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1amP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (x1)
+
1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dzdy z(1− y)amalP (1)n (z(1− y))P (1)m (y)P (1)l (z)
+m˜2
∫ 1
0
dx1 x
2
1amP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (x1)
−λ
∫ 1
0
dy alP
(1)
l (y)
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1(1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1).
Finally, each term in the second equation will be re-written in terms of matrices and
vectors. Each element in the matrix is a term in the sum and the vectors will consist of
the appropriate coefficients for that matrix defined
A =

a1
a2
...
an
 , (3.31)
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B =

a1a1
a2a1
...
ana1
a1a2
...
anan

.
The names for the matrices are picked to help recall which diagram they represent. This
makes the equation become
M2
µ2
= m˜2 + λ
∫ 1
0
dy anP
(1)
n (y), (3.32)
0 = λPT loop+ PTu.A+
λ
2
PT loopT.B (3.33)
+
λ
2
PTT loop.B + m˜2TP.A− λTPT.B.
These are now ready to be solved using a system solver function in Mathematica. The
code is included in Appendix A.
3.3 Second Approximation
Now we will allow one or two particles to be created at a time making T = T1 + T2.
This makes our effective Hamiltonian
P− =
(
1− (T1 + T2) + (T1 + T2)
2
2
− (T1 + T2)
3
6
)
P−
(
1 + (T1 + T2) (3.34)
+
(T1 + T2)
2
2
+
(T1 + T2)
3
6
)
.
The same truncation was applied and results in the final effective Hamiltonian to be
P− = P− + P−T1 + P−T2 + P
−T 21
2
+
P−T1T2
2
+
P−T2T1
2
+
P−T 31
6
(3.35)
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−T1P− − T1P−T1 − T1P−T2 − T1P
−T 21
2
− T2P− − T2P−T1
+
T 21P−
2
+
T 21P−T1
2
.
We will use the same diagram rules used for the first order approximation to make
our equations with one additional rule. Figure 3.10 consists of T2 acting on an incoming
charged particle with momentum P . The contribution this vertex makes is a factor of
t2(q
′
1, q
′
2, P − q′1 − q′2) with arguments consisting of all three outgoing momentum.
Our system of equations will now consist of three equations. One for the valance
sector, and one each for the sectors with one and two neutrals. Putting these together
gives
M2
P
=
m2
P
+
∫ P
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)√
q(P − q)P , (3.36)
0 =
g√
4pi
1√
q′1(P − q′1)P
+
µ2
q′1
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1) +
m2
P − q′1
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1) (3.37)
+2
∫ P−q′1
0
g√
4pi
dq t2(q
′
1, q, P − q′1 − q)√
q(P − q′1 − q)(P − q′1)
− m
2
P
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)
+
1
2
∫ P−q′1
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q, P − q′1 − q)√
q(P − q′1)(P − q′1 − q)
+
1
2
∫ P−q′1
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)t1(q′1, P − q′1 − q)√
q(P − q′1)(P − q′1 − q)
−
∫ P
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q, P − q)√
q(P − q)P ,
0 =
[ g√
4pi
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)√
q′2(P − q′1)(P − q′1 − q′2)
+ (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
(3.38)
+2
m2
P − q′1 − q′2
t2(q
′
1, q
′
2, P − q′1 − q′2)
+2
µ2
q′1
t2(q
′
1, q
′
2, P − q′1 − q′2) + 2
µ2
q′2
t2(q
′
1, q
′
2, P − q′1 − q′2)
+
[1
2
µ2
q′1
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2) + (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
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+
[1
2
µ2
q′2
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2) + (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
+
[1
2
m2
P − q′1 − q′2
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2) + (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
+
∫ P−q′1−q′2
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q′1 − q′2 − q)t2(q′1, q′2, P − q′1 − q′2)√
q(P − q′1 − q′2)(P − q′1 − q′2 − q)
+
[ ∫ P−q′1−q′2
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q
′
1, P − q′1 − q′2 − q)t2(q′1, q, P − q′1 − q)√
q(P − q′1 − q′2)(P − q′1 − q′2 − q)
+ (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
+
[ ∫ P−q′1−q2′
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t2(q, q′2, P − q′1 − q′2 − q)√
q(P − q′1 − q′2)(P − q′1 − q′2 − q)
+ (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
+
[ ∫ P−q′1−q2′
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)t2(q′1, q′2, P − q′1 − q′2 − q)√
q(P − q′1 − q′2)(P − q′1 − q′2 − q)
]
+
[1
6
∫ P−q′1−q2′
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)t1(q′1, P − q′1 − q)√
q(P − q′1 − q′2)(P − q′1 − q′2 − q)
×t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2 − q) + (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
+
[1
6
∫ P−q′1−q2′
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q′1 − q)t1(q′1, P − q′1)√
q(P − q′1 − q′2)(P − q′1 − q′2 − q)
×t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2 − q) + (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
+
[1
6
∫ P−q′1−q2′
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q′1 − q′2 − q)t1(q′1, P − q′1)√
q(P − q′1 − q′2)(P − q′1 − q′2 − q)
×t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2) + (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
−
[ g√
4pi
t1(q
′
2, P − q′1 − q′2)√
q′1P (P − q′1)
− (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
−
[ m2
P − q′1
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2)− (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
−
[µ2
q′2
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2)− (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
−
[
2
∫ P−q′1
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q
′
2, P − q′1 − q′2)t2(q′1, q, P − q′1 − q)√
q(P − q′1)(P − q′1 − q)
−(q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
−
[1
2
∫ P−q′1−
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)t1(q′1, P − q′1 − q)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2)√
q(P − q′1)(P − q′1 − q)
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−(q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
−
[1
2
∫ P−q′1
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q′1 − q)t1(q′1, P − q′1)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2)√
q(P − q′1)(P − q′1 − q)
−(q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
−m
2
P
t2(q
′
1, q
′
2, P − q′1 − q′2)
−2
∫ P
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)t2(q′1, q′2, P − q′1 − q′2)√
q(P − q)P
+
[1
2
m2
P
t1(q
′
1, P − q′1)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2) + (q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
+
[1
2
∫ P
0
g√
4pi
dq t1(q, P − q)t1(q′1, P − q′1 − q)t1(q′2, P − q′1 − q′2)√
q(P − q)(P )
+(q′1 ↔ q′2)
]
.
Equation 3.36 does not change from Equation 3.7. Equation 3.37 has only one term
different from 3.8. This extra term is the fourth term in Equation 3.37 and corresponds
to Figure 3.11. All other terms in Equations 3.36-37 correspond to the same diagrams
as Equations 3.7-8 respectively.
Equation 3.38 is the projection onto the 2-neutral sector where each diagram will
have three final particles. The first term on the right hand side corresponds to Figure
3.12. The figures are kept in order of the terms with the next term, that is multiplied by
mass m, being from Figure 3.13. The next line, with the two terms with neutral mass
µ, both correspond to Figure 3.14. The Hamiltonian can act on either particle which
gives two separate terms. The next neutral mass term originates from Figure 3.15. This
has the Hamiltonian still acting on the first particle but acts last on the system. Figure
3.16 illustrates the next term with the Hamiltonian acting on the second particle while
acting on the system last. The next term comes from Figure 3.17. Most the terms
from now on will include a neutral particle being annihilated. This is illustrated by a
loop in the diagrams and an integral in the equations. The first term with an integral
corresponds to Figure 3.18. The next term is for Figure 3.19. The next term has a loop
going from the T1 to the Hamiltonian. This is shown in Figure 3.21 and notice how
the interchange of q′1 and q′2 does not change the diagram. This is why the 11th term
in Equation 3.38 does not have an interchange term added on. The next three terms
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are all from P−T 31 . They differ by having a different neutral in each case annihilated
and originate from Figures 3.22-24 respectively. The remaining terms all have the T
operator acting at least once after the Hamiltonian. The first term has the Hamiltonian
creating a particle and is represented by Figure 3.25. The next two terms are mass terms
that will later be combined with earlier terms for simplification issues. They match with
Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27. The next is a mixing term between T1 and T2 that are
from Figure 3.28. All mixing terms are difficult to work with. They tend to need the
most work to simplify and are not symmetric in nature. This leads to problems in a
computational environment. The next two terms correspond to TP−T 2 with different
neutrals being annihilated. These are matched to Figure 3.30-31. Figure 3.31 creates
the next charged mass term. Figure 3.32 corresponds to the next term. The second to
last term is another charged mass term and is represented by Figure 3.33 while the last
term in Equation 3.38 is from Figure 3.34.
We will substitute the momentum fractions as we did with the first order approxi-
mation with the addition q′2 = x2P , giving
M2
P
=
m2
P
+
∫ 1
0
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )√
y(1− y)P , (3.39)
0 =
g√
4pi
1√
x1(1− x1)P 3
+
µ2
x1P
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P ) (3.40)
+
m2
(1− x1)P t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )
+2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t2(x1P, yP, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− x1 − y)(1− x1)P
− m
2
P
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )
+
1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(yP, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − y)P
+
1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )t1(x1P, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − y)P
−
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(yP, (1− y)P )√
y(1− y)P ,
0 =
[ g√
4pi
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )√
x2(1− x1)(1− x1 − x2)P 3
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
(3.41)
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+2
m2
(1− x1 − x2)P t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )
+2
µ2
x1P
t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P ) + 2 µ
2
x2P
t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )
+
[1
2
µ2
x1P
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
2
µ2
x2P
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
2
m2
(1− x1 − x2)P t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− x1 − x2 − y)P )√
y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)P
×t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )
+
[ ∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(x1P, (1− x1 − x2 − y)P )√
y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)P
×t2(x1P, yP, (1− x1 − y)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[ ∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )√
y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)P
×t2(yP, x2P, (1− x1 − x2 − y)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2 − y)P )√
y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)P
+
[1
6
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )t1(x1P, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)
×t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2 − y)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
6
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− x1 − y)P )t1(x1, (1− x1)P )√
y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)P
×t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2 − y)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
6
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− x1 − x2 − y)t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )√
y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)
×t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[ g√
4pi
t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )√
x1(1− x1)P 3
− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
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−
[ m2
(1− x1)P t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[ µ2
x2P
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )t2(x1P, yP, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − y)P
−(x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )t1(x1P, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − y)P
×t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− x1 − y)P )t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − y)P
×t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−2m
2
P
t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )
−2
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P )√
y(1− y)P
+
[1
2
m2
P
t1(x1P, (1− x1)P )t1(x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
2
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t1(yP, (1− y)P )t1(x1P, (1− x1 − y)P )√
y(1− y)P
×t1(x2, (1− x1 − x2)P ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
.
We now change from tn to t˜n as we did for the first approximation but
t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2)P ) = P β t˜2(x1, x2), (3.42)
with β potentially being different from −12 . The same rules apply for determining the
argument for t˜2 where we add all the arguments from t2 but this time we are left with
the first and second argument divided by the result. For example
t2(x1P, x2P, (1− x1 − x2 − y)P ) = ((1− y)P )β t˜2
(
x1
1− y ,
x2
1− y
)
. (3.43)
We determine β in the same manner as for t1. This time with the n=2 term compared
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to T2 |φ〉, we have
|ψ±(P )〉 = (P )1
∫
dx1dx2ψ
±
2 (x1, x2)c
†
±((1− x1 − x2)P )a†(x1P )a†(x2P ) |0〉 (3.44)
and
T2 |φ〉 = P β+2
∫
dx1dx2t˜2(x1, x2)a
†(x1P )a†(x2P )c
†
±((1− x1 − x2)P )c±(P ) |φ〉 . (3.45)
This clearly results in β = −1. Using this substitution we rewrite our equations again
with canceling any P and simplifying wherever we can. This yields
M2 = m2 +
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)√
y(1− y) , (3.46)
0 =
g√
4pi
1√
x1(1− x1)
+
µ2
x1
t˜1(x1) (3.47)
+
m2
1− x1 t˜1(x1)
+2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜2(x1, y)√
y(1− x1 − y)(1− x1)
−m2t˜1(x1)
+
1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(x1)t˜1(
y
1−x1 )
(1− x1)
√
y(1− x1 − y)
+
1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)t˜1(
x1
1−y )√
y(1− x1)(1− y)(1− x1 − y)
−
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(x1)t˜1(y)√
y(1− y) ,
0 =
[ g√
4pi
t˜1(x1)√
x2(1− x1)(1− x1 − x2)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
(3.48)
+2
m2
1− x1 − x2 t˜2(x1, x2)
+2
µ2
x1
t˜2(x1, x2) + 2
µ2
x2
t˜2(x1, x2)
+
[1
2
µ2
x1
t˜1(x1)t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )√
(1− x1)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
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+
[1
2
µ2
x2
t˜1(x1)t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )√
(1− x1)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
2
m2
1− x1 − x2
t˜1(x1)t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )√
(1− x1)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(
y
1−x1−x2 )t˜2(x1, x2)
(1− x1 − x2)
√
y(1− x1 − x2 − y)
+
[ ∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(
x2
1−x1−y )t˜2(x1, y)√
y(1− x1 − y)(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[ ∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(x1)t˜2(
y
1−x1 ,
x2
1−x1 )
(1− x1)
√
y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)t˜2(
x1
1−y ,
x2
1−y )
(1− y)√y(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − x2 − y)
+
[1
6
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)t˜1(
x1
1−y )√
y(1− y)(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − y)(1− x1 − x2 − y)
×t˜1( x2
1− x1 − y ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
6
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(
y
1−x1 )t˜1(x1)√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − x2)(1− x1 − y)(1− x1 − x2 − y)
×t˜1( x2
1− x1 − y ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
6
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(
y
1−x1−x2 )t˜1(x1)
(1− x1 − x2)
√
y(1− x1)(1− x1 − x2 − y)
×t˜1( x2
1− x1 ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[ g√
4pi
t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )
(1− x1)√x1 − (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[ m2
(1− x1) 32
t˜1(x1)t˜1(
x2
1− x1 )− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[µ2
x1
t˜1(x1)t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )√
(1− x1)
− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )t˜2(x1, y)
(1− x1)
√
y(1− x1 − y)
− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)t˜1(
x1
1−y )t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )
(1− x1)
√
y(1− y)(1− x1 − y)
− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[1
2
∫ 1−x1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(
y
1−x1 )t˜1(x1)t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )
(1− x1) 32
√
y(1− x1 − y)
− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
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−2m2t˜2(x1, x2)− 2
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)t˜2(x1, x2)√
y(1− y)
+
[1
2
m2√
(1− x1)
t˜1(x1)t˜1(
x2
1− x1 ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
2
∫ 1
0
g√
4pi
dy t˜1(y)t˜1(x1)t˜1(
x2
1−x1 )√
y(1− y)(1− x1)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
.
Now again, we want to apply numerical methods similar to those in section 2.4. We
will use the same substitution for t˜2(x1, x2) but for t˜1(x) we will be using the weighted
Jacobi Polynomial substitution as before. We will use the same notation as before
t˜1(x) =
∑
n
an
√
x(1− x)P (1)n (x), (3.49)
t˜2(x, y) =
∑
n
cn
√
xy(1− x− y)P (2)n (x, y). (3.50)
The summations are again implied. Here, P
(1)
n (x) is a Jacobi polynomials while P
(2)
n (x, y) =
Q
(2)
Nk(x1, x2) from section 2.4. Here n is a generic index that corresponds to both the
order N and the label k, the latter making the distinction between multivariate poly-
nomials of the same order. The same projection is made but with the third equation
getting
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1
√
x1x2(1− x1 − x2)P (2)n (x1, x2).
With these substitutions and simplification we get
M2
µ2
= m˜2 + λ
∫ 1
0
dy anP
(1)
n (y), (3.51)
0 = λ
∫ 1
0
dx1 P
(1)
n (x1) +
∫ 1
0
dx1 (1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1) (3.52)
+
1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx1 x1amalP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (x1)P
(1)
l (
y
1−x1 )
(1− x1)
+2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx1 x1P
(1)
n (x1)cmP
(2)
m (x1, y)
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+m˜2
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1amP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (x1)
+
1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx1 x1amalP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (y)P
(1)
l (
x1
1−y )
(1− y)
−m˜2
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1(1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1)
−λ
∫ 1
0
dy alP
(1)
l (y)
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1(1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1),
0 =
[
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x1amP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (x1) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
(3.53)
+2m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x1x2cmP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(2)
m (x1, x2)
+
[
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x2(1− x1 − x2)cmP (2)n (x1, x2)P (2)m (x1, x2) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1
x2(1− x1 − x2)amalP (2)n (x1, x2)P (1)m (x1)P (1)l ( x21−x1 )
1− x1
+(x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1
x1(1− x1 − x2)amalP (2)n (x1, x2)P (1)m (x1)P (1)l ( x21−x1 )
1− x1
+(x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[m˜2
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1
x1x2amalP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (x1)P
(1)
l (
x2
1−x1 )
1− x1 + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2amclP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (
y
1−x1−x2 )
1− x1 − x2
×P (2)l (x1, x2)
+
[
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2amclP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (
x2
1−x1−y )
1− x1 − y
×P (2)l (x1, y) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2amclP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (x1)
(1− x1)2
×P (2)l
(
y
1− x1 ,
x2
1− x1
)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
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+λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2amclP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (y)
(1− y)2
×P (2)l
(
x1
1− y ,
x2
1− y
)
+
[1
6
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2amalasP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (y)
(1− x1 − y)(1− y)
×P (1)l (
x1
1− y )P
(1)
s
(
x2
1− x1 − y
)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
6
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2amalasP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (
y
1−x1 )
(1− x1 − y)(1− x1)
×P (1)l (x1)P (1)s
(
x2
1− x1 − y
)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
6
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1−x2
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2amalasP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (
y
1−x1−x2 )
(1− x1)(1− x1 − x2)
×P (1)l (x1)P (1)s
(
x2
1− x1
)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x2(1− x1 − x2)amP (2)n (x1, x2)P (1)m ( x21−x1 )
(1− x1)2 − (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[
m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)amalP (2)n (x1, x2)P (1)m (x1)
(1− x1)2
×P (1)l (
x2
1− x1 )− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[ ∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x2(1− x1 − x2)amalP (2)n (x1, x2)P (1)m (x1)P (1)l ( x21−x1 )
1− x1
−(x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[
2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)amclP (2)n (x1, x2)
(1− x1)2
×P (1)m
(
x2
1− x1
)
P
(2)
l (x1, y)− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)amalasP (2)n (x1, x2)
(1− x1)2(1− y)
×P (1)m (y)P (1)l
(
x1
1− y
)
P (1)s
(
x2
1− x1
)
− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−
[1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)amalasP (2)n (x1, x2)
(1− x1)3
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×P (1)m
(
y
1− x1
)
P
(1)
l (x1)P
(1)
s
(
x2
1− x1
)
− (x1 ↔ x2)
]
−2m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)cmP (2)n (x1, x2)P (2)m (x1, x2)
−2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)amclP (2)n (x1, x2)P (1)m (y)
×P (2)l (x1, x2)
+
[1
2
m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1
x1x2(1− x1 − x2)amalP (2)n (x1, x2)
1− x1
×P (1)m (x1)P (1)l (
x2
1− x1 ) + (x1 ↔ x2)
]
+
[1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)amalasP (2)n (x1, x2)P (1)m (y)
1− x1
×P (1)l (x1)P (1)s
(
x2
1− x1
)
+ (x1 ↔ x2)
]
.
Now we will do the same simplifications we did for the first-order approximation.
This includes substituting fractions for single variables and switching integration order.
We will also make an interchange of x1 and x2 to combine the symmetric terms. Sim-
plification will be used as much as possible but terms will not be actively combined.
With so many terms, it becomes difficult to keep track of combined terms. This yields
M2
µ2
= m˜2 + λ
∫ 1
0
dy anP
(1)
n (y), (3.54)
0 = λ
∫ 1
0
dx1 P
(1)
n (x1) +
∫ 1
0
dx1 (1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1) (3.55)
+
1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
dz alP
(1)
l (z)
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1amP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (x1)
+
1
2
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dzdy z(1− y)amalP (1)n (z(1− y))P (1)m (y)P (1)l (z)
+m˜2
∫ 1
0
dx1 x
2
1amP
(1)
n (x1)P
(1)
m (x1)
−λ
∫ 1
0
dy alP
(1)
l (y)
∫ 1
0
dx1 x1(1− x1)amP (1)n (x1)P (1)m (x1).
+2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dydx1 x1cmP
(1)
n (x1)P
(2)
m (x1, y)
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0 = 2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x1amP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(1)
m (x1) (3.56)
+2m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x1x2cmP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(2)
m (x1, x2)
+4
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x2(1− x1 − x2)cmP (2)n (x1, x2)P (2)m (x1, x2)
+
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dx1 z2(1− x1)2(1− z2)amalP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))P (1)m (x1)
×P (1)l (z2)
+
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dx1 x1(1− x1)(1− z2)amalP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))P (1)m (x1)P (1)l (z2)
+m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dx1 x1(1− x1)z2amalP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1)P (1)m (x1)P (1)l (z2)
+λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1
0
dz1amP
(1)
m (z1)dx2dx1 x1x2clP
(2)
n (x1, x2)P
(2)
l (x1, x2)
+2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dz1dx1 x1z2(1− x1)2(1− z1)amclP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1)(1− z1))
×P (1)m (z2)P (2)l (x1, z1(1− x1))
+2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz1dz2dx1 x1(1− x1)z2(1− z2)amclP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))
×P (1)m (x1)P (2)l (z1(1− z2), z2)
+λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dz1dy z1z2(1− z1)2(1− y)2amcl
×P (2)n (z1(1− y), z2(1− y)(1− z1))P (1)m (y)P (2)l (z1, z2(1− z1))
+
1
3
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dydz1 z1z2(1− y)2(1− z1)amalas
×P (2)n (z1(1− y), z2(1− z1)(1− y))P (1)m (y)P (1)l (z1)P (1)s (z2)
+
1
3
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dz1dx1 x1z2(1− x1)(1− z1)amalas
×P (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1)(1− z1))P (1)m (z1)P (1)l (x1)P (1)s (z2)
+
1
3
λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz1dz2dx1 x1z2(1− x1)amalasP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))P (1)m (z1)
×P (1)l (x1)P (1)s (z2)
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−2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dx1 z2(1− x1)(1− z2)amP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))P (1)m (z2)
−2m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dx1 x1z2(1− x1)(1− z2)amP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))P (1)m (x1)
×P (1)l (z2)
−2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dx1 z2(1− x1)2(1− z2)amalP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))P (1)m (x1)P (1)l (z2)
−4λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dydz2dx1 x1z2(1− x1)2(1− z2)amclP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))
×P (1)m (z2)P (2)l (x1, y(1− x1))
−λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dydz2dz1 z1z2(1− y)(1− (1− y)z1)2(1− z2)amalas
×P (2)n (z1(1− y), z2(1− (1− y)z1))P (1)m (y)P (1)l (z1)P (1)s (z2)
−λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz1dz2dx1 x1z2(1− x1)(1− z2)amalasP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))
×P (1)m (z1)P (1)l (x1)P (1)s (z2)
−2m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)cmP (2)n (x1, x2)P (2)m (x1, x2)
−2λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
∫ 1
0
dydx2dx1 x1x2(1− x1 − x2)amclP (2)n (x1, x2)P (1)m (y)
×P (2)l (x1, x2)
+m˜2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dz2dx1 x1z2(1− x1)2(1− z2)amalP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))P (1)m (x1)
×P (1)l (z2)
+λ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dydz2dx1 x1z2(1− x1)2(1− z2)amalasP (2)n (x1, z2(1− x1))
×P (1)m (y)P (1)l (x1)P (1)s (z2).
We want to re-write these equations as matrices multiplied by a coefficient vector.
The coefficient matrices will be defined as
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A =

a1
a2
...
an
 , (3.57)
A2 =

c1
c2
...
cn
 ,
B =

a1a1
a2a1
...
anan
 ,
B2 =

a1a1a1
a2a1a1
...
ananan
 ,
Bmix21 =

a1c1
a1c2
...
ancn
 .
The names for the matrices are picked to help recall which diagram they represent. This
makes the system become
M2
µ2
= m˜2 + λ
∫ 1
0
dy anP
(1)
n (y), (3.58)
0 = λPT loop+ PTu.A+ λPT loopT.B/2 +
λ
2
PTT loop.B
+m˜2TP.A− λTPT.B + 2λPT2loop.A2
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0 = 2λP1T.A+ 2m˜2PxT2.A2 + 4PuT2.A2 + PTTu.B
+PTuT.B + m˜2PxTT.B + λPT loopT2.Bmix21
+2λPTT2loop.Bmix21 + 2λPT2loopT.Bmix21
+λPT2T loop.Bmix21 +
λ
3
PTTT loop.B2 +
λ
3
PTT loopT.B2
+
λ
3
PT loopTT.B2− 2λTP1.A− 2m˜2TPxT.B
−2PTTu.B − 4λTPT2.Bmix21− λTPTT loop.B2
−λTPT loopT.B2− 2m˜2T2Psub.A2− 2λT2PT.Bmix21
+m˜2TTP.B + λTTPT.B2.
These are now ready to solve using a system solver function in Mathematica. The code
is provided in Appendix A.
3.4 Results for LFCC Method
Solving the system of equations can be tricky. We want to make sure we are getting the
solution we want. We want a physical solution. The most brute force way of making
sure we get our solution is to find them all and plot the coefficients. Looking at our
system, as λ goes to zero M
2
µ2
approaches m˜. This implies an goes to zero for all n. a0 is
plotted in Figure 3.35 for all solutions as a function of λ. The plot is zoomed in on the
origin to help find our physical solution. The points corresponding to our solution are
red. The red points stop short due for two reasons. Around λ = 0.7, the path abruptly
changes direction and intersects another path. This could be caused by the mass ratio
becoming negative which would also be not physical. This means we only care about
the points leading up to λ = 0.7. There are other points along the desired path. Those
points are essentially the same solution.
The Solve[] command in Mathematica returns solutions with imaginary and real
parts. Along the path of the physical solution, the imaginary portions are different but
significantly small enough to be treated as zero while the real parts are the same.
The next step is to plot all the solutions the code gives in Figure 3.36. The solution
that corresponds to the red points in Figure 3.35 is also red in Figure 3.36.
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Now that we have an idea of what the physical solution looks like, we can use
FindRoot[] in the code to find the solutions we want. FindRoot[] requires an initial
guess. Zero for all coefficients is used as the initial guess for the first λ value for the
first order system of equations. Every λ value from then on has their initial guess be
the previous solution. We can control m˜ and the order of basis polynomials. We are
looking for mass ratio convergence as we increase the basis order where k is the basis
polynomial order.
Figure 3.37 shows convergence happens quickly with m˜ = 1 for first order. Second
order caused some troubles with convergence. Convergence happened slowly in Figure
3.38 and running the code for order 8 and higher took too much time. The graph does
suggest convergence before the order goes above order 8. We put the highest order
results together in Figure 3.39 showing the addition of second order does change the
result. This same analysis was made for m˜ = 0.1 and m˜ = 10. The lower m˜ value
did not change much by adding second order equations. The higher m˜ value caused
troubles. The code returned non-solutions before the mass ratio became negative. This
gave a very small window to compare changes between first and second order. These
results are shown in Figures 3.40-45.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram representations of P− with the charged particle coming in from
the right with total momentum P . The black circle is the interaction part of the
Hamiltonian, P−; the cross represents the free part. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains or loses
momentum along the path.
Figure 3.2: Diagram representation of T1 with the charged particle coming in from the
right with total momentum P . The gray circle is the T operator. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.3: One of the diagram representations of P−T1 with the charged particle coming
in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators and the
black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral particles with
momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and loses momentum
along the path.
Figure 3.4: One of the diagram representations of P−T1 with the charged particle coming
in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators and
the cross being the interaction part the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the
neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that loses
momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.5: One of the diagram representations of P−T 21 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.6: One of the diagram representations of P−T1 with the charged particle coming
in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators and
the cross being the interaction part of Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the
neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that loses
momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.7: One of the diagram representations of P−T 21 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.8: One of the diagram representations of T1P− with the charged particle coming
in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators and
the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the
neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that loses
momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.9: One of the diagram representations of T1P−T1 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.10: Diagram representation of T2 with the charged particle coming in from the
right with total momentum P . The gray circle is the T operator. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.11: One of the diagram representations of P−T2 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.12: One of the diagram representations of P−T1 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.13: One of the diagram representations of P−T2 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.14: One of the diagram representations of P−T2 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.15: One of the diagram representations of P−T 21 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
gains and loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.16: One of the diagram representations of P−T 21 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.17: One of the diagram representations of P−T 21 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.18: One of the diagram representations of P−T1T2 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.19: One of the diagram representations of P−T1T2 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.20: One of the diagram representations of P−T2T1 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.21: One of the diagram representations of P−T2T1 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.22: One of the diagram representations of P−T 31 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.23: One of the diagram representations of P−T 31 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.24: One of the diagram representations of P−T 31 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.25: One of the diagram representations of T1P− with the charged particle com-
ing in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral parti-
cles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that loses momentum
along the path.
Figure 3.26: One of the diagram representations of T1P−T1 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
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Figure 3.27: One of the diagram representations of T1P−T1 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.28: Diagram representation of T1P−T2 with the charged particle coming in
from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators and the
black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral particles with
momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and loses momentum
along the path.
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Figure 3.29: One of the diagram representations of T1P−T 21 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral
particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.30: One of the diagram representations of T1P−T 21 with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and black circles Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral particles with
momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and loses momentum
along the path.
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Figure 3.31: Diagram representation of T2P− with the charged particle coming in from
the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators and the
cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the
neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that loses
momentum along the path.
Figure 3.32: Diagram representation of T2P−T1 with the charged particle coming in
from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators and the
black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral particles with
momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and loses momentum
along the path.
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Figure 3.33: One of the diagram representations of T 21P− with the charged particle
coming in from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators
and the cross being the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are
the neutral particles with momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that
loses momentum along the path.
Figure 3.34: Diagram representation of T 21P−T1 with the charged particle coming in
from the right with total momentum P . The gray circles being the T operators and
black circle being the Hamiltonian, P−. The dotted lines are the neutral particles with
momentum q and the solid line is the charged particle that gains and loses momentum
along the path.
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Figure 3.35: Plot of a0 as a function of λ. a0 was graphed for every solution but not
all are shown due to the limited vertical range. The red points correspond to a physical
solution.
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Figure 3.36: Plot of multiple solutions to find physical solution. The red solution
corresponds to the only physical solution for this set up.
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Figure 3.37: Plot of first order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 1. The solutions
converged very quickly. k is the basis polynomial order
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Figure 3.38: Plot of second order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 1. k is the
basis polynomial order. The solutions converged very slowly.
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Figure 3.39: Plot of first and second order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 1.
The graph shows that adding second order equations changes the overall mass ratio.
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Figure 3.40: Plot of first order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 0.1. k is the
basis polynomial order. The solutions converged very slowly and are likely not fully
converged.
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Figure 3.41: Plot of second order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 0.1. k is the
basis polynomial order. The solutions converged very slowly and are likely not fully
converged.
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Figure 3.42: Plot of first and second order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 0.1.
The graph shows that adding the second order equations did not change the overall
mass ratio a noticeable amount.
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Figure 3.43: Plot of first order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 10. k is the basis
polynomial order.
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Figure 3.44: Plot of second order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 10. k is the
basis polynomial order.
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Figure 3.45: Plot of first and second order solutions using LFCC method for m˜ = 10.
The graph shows that adding the second order equations changes the overall mass ratio
but due to limits in the code could not be explored fully.
Chapter 4
Comparison and Analysis
This chapter will compare the converged result for both the Fock state expansion and
the LFCC method for each m˜. For m˜ = 1, LFCC second order approximation and Fock
state expansion result in very similar results shown in Figure 4.1. Both methods had
different basis polynomials for single variable basis polynomials. The results may even
be the same due to discrepancies in the code. This suggests both results being close to
an exact solution. m˜ = 0.1 has first and second order approximations both being similar
to the Fock state expansion shown in Figure 4.2 but with slight differences making it
difficult to tell. There is no evidence of where the exact result should be in this research.
Higher values of m˜ caused problems throughout the research. Even with these troubles,
Figure 4.3 shows a very similar result to Figure 4.1. This leads us to believe the results
are not as bad as originally thought.
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Figure 4.1: Convergence comparison for m˜ = 1 between Fock state expansion and LFCC.
The second order approximation and the Fock state expansion give a very similar result.
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Figure 4.2: Convergence comparison for m˜ = 0.1 between Fock state expansion and
LFCC. The first and second order approximations give a very similar result. The Fock
state expansion shows they are close to convergence.
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Figure 4.3: Convergence comparison for m˜ = 10 between Fock state expansion and
LFCC. The second order approximation and the Fock state expansion give a very similar
result.
Chapter 5
Summary
We studied convergence using light-front coupled-cluster (LFCC) method in scalar
Yukawa theory. First, we laid some ground work by using a Fock state expansion
to determine mass eigenstates. This required solution of a generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem, obtained with symmetric basis polynomials. Then the LFCC method was used
to first order to define a system of equations for comparison. Later, a second order
approximation was used to study convergence of the LFCC method.
The Fock state expansion first required light-front coordiantes, defined in section
2.1, to re-write momentum in terms of momentum fractions. This made the resulting
wave function invariant under a Lorentz transformation. This lead to Eq. 2.7. The
system was assumed to be limited to one dimension. The Fock-state wave function
ψn(xi) was expanded in terms of symmetric polynomials defined in section 2.3. These
approximations lead to the generalized eigenvalue problem Eq. 2.15. Many variables
needed to be tested for convergence including m˜ defined as the charged particles mass
divided by the neutral particles, the order of the basis polynomials for ψi(x1), and the
number of sectors allowed. Results showed small values of m˜ mostly depended on the
one-particle sector and converged very quickly as a result. Larger values of m˜ did the
opposite. They converged very slowly and depended on higher particle sectors. The code
designed for this research had limitations that made it difficult to draw any conclusions
for m˜ = 10. The MatLab code is listed in the Appendix.
The LFCC method takes advantage of re-writing the momentum state using an
operator defined in Eq. 3.3. The approximation here is then made to this operator.
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First order approximation only allows one particle to be created at a time and results
in a system of equations defined by Figures 3.1-9 with vertex rules discussed in section
3.2. We desired these equations to match the Fock state expansions from Chap. 2. This
caused a re-write of tn defined by Eq. 3.12. We then needed to write t˜n in terms of basis
polynomials defined by Jacobi polynomials in Eq. 3.17-18 to have specific orthogonality
conditions defined in Eq. 3.23.
The system of equations were simplified using basic substitutions and integral order
changes. This allowed the equations to be defined by matrices acted on vectors made
up of the coefficients from the basis polynomials. This system was then solved using a
basic system solver in Mathematica. The same procedure was used for the second order
approximation but now one and two particles could be created. This added another
equation to our system and many more terms. Figure 3.35 showed us how to find our
physical solution by realizing the coefficients had to go to zero as our coupling strength
went to zero. This allowed us to determine which solution we wanted from all the
solutions showed in Figure 3.36. The mass ratio given through first order and second
order did not change much by increasing basis polynomial order. This made looking for
convergence rather simple. Adding second order equations did change the results from
the first order approximation for larger m˜ values. The Mathematica code is listed in
the appendix.
Comparing first and second order approximations with the Fock state expansion
showed the second order and Fock state expansions were very similar. This indicates
that the LFCC method converges quickly, at least for the quenched scalar Yukawa
model, with a second-order approximation sufficient to match the full solution for all
mass values considered. The LFCC method does this with only two functions t1(x) and
t2(x1, x2) at its disposal, as opposed to the multiple wave functions ψn(x1, . . . , xn) of
the Fock-state expansion.
This work can be extended by defining the T operator in different ways. One such
way would be to allow the operator to act on the neutral particles as well. This would
not change any physics and would allow comparisons to be made to this work. Further
research can be done by adding another charged particle as well. This would change
the Fock state expansion as well. This work showed the validity of the LFCC method
and showed it may be used as an alternate to other methods.
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Appendix A
Code
A.1 Fock State Expansion Using MatLab
(∗ : : Package : : ∗)
% FockGenMultNorm2 .m i s used to study Yukawa Theory by c r e a t i n g
% the r equ i r ed matr i ce s and s o l v i n g the g e n e r a l i z e d e i g enva lue
% problem M∗D∗Psi = C∗Psi . This code c r e a t e s the Matr ices C
% and D and v a r i e s the coup l ing s t r ength to h igher s t a t e s to
% see the e f f e c t s on M, the e i g enva lue and t o t a l mass to
% neut ra l mass r a t i o . The matr i ce s are made by look ing at
% the equat ions f o r Ps i n that are generated from the Fock
% expansion o f the e i g e n s t a t e s .
%
% Degree o f approximation f o r each s e c t o r in order s t a r t i n g
% with Ps i 0 and number o f p a r t i c l e s
N = [ 0 6 6 5 5 3 2 2 2 2 2 ] ;
n = length (N)−1;
mt = 4 ;
dStor = c e l l (n , 1 ) ;
% I n i t i a l i z i n g matr i ce s
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D = [ ] ;
DiagC = [ ] ;
Result = [ ] ;
Result1 = [ ] ;
% Max value f o r coup l ing s t r ength and number o f increments
% to loop over
maxg = 10 ;
inc = 100 ;
% Loop that c r e a t e s the matrix D in M∗D∗Psi = C∗Psi where
% M i s thee i g enva lue
f o r s = 0 : n
d = BaseNorm(N( s +1) , s ) ;
dStor { s+1} = d ;
D = blkd iag (D, d ) ;
end
% C matrix i s made up o f mu l t ip l e matrix cnn ’ where n
% and n ’ r e f e r to Psi n ’ in the Ps i n equat ion
% Uses the func t i on OnD( ) to make the matrix f o r Ps i 0
% with Ps i 0
c00 = OnDNorm(N( 1 ) , 0 ,mt ) ;
% Def ines the matrix a s s o c i a t e d with both one p a r t i c l e
% s t a t e s
c11 = OnDNorm(N( 2 ) , 1 ,mt ) ;
% Store s both matr i ce s in a block d iagona l matrix . This
% he lps with the f i n a l C matrix .
DiagC = blkd iag ( DiagC , c00 , c11 ) ;
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% Def ine s the o f f d iagona l matr i ce s f o r C
c10 = OffDNorm(N( 1 ) ,N( 2 ) , 1 ) ;
c01 = transpose ( c10 ) ;
% Puts the prev ious matr i ce s toge the r . I f we were l ook ing
% at up to only the 1 p a r t i c l e s ta te , C would be completed .
C1 = [ c00 c01 ] ;
C2 = [ c10 c11 ] ;
C = [ C1 ; C2 ] ;
% This he lp s to know what index the r e s t o f the component
% matr i ce s need to be in the f i n a l C matrix
c10s = s i z e ( c10 ) ;
c11s = s i z e ( c11 ) ;
t o t s = c10s ( 2 ) ;
% Simple i f statement . I f n=1 then the C matrix i s
% completed and nothing more needs to be done to i t .
%Any g r e a t e r n value r e q u i r e s more component matr i ce s .
i f n == 1
e l s e
% Loop that makes the remaining component matr i ce s c .
%Everything i s s to r ed temporar i ly to save memory . This
% f o l l o w s the same pattern above .
f o r s = 2 : n
% The block d iagona l matr i ce s o f the form cnn are
% made and s to r ed .
tempD = OnDNorm(N( s +1) , s , mt ) ;
DiagC = blkd iag ( DiagC , tempD ) ;
% The two o f f d iagona l matr i ce s are made and have
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% the form cnn−1
tempL = OffDNorm(N( s ) ,N( s +1) , s ) ;
tempU = transpose ( tempL ) ;
% S i z e s are s to r ed f o r index ing
tempLs = s i z e ( tempL ) ;
% Matr ices are combined to form C
C3 = ze ro s ( tempLs ( 1 ) , t o t s ) ;
C4 = [ C3 tempL tempD ] ;
C5 = [ t ranspose (C3 ) ; tempU ] ;
C = [C C5 ; C4 ] ;
t o t s = t o t s + tempLs ( 2 ) ;
end
end
% Loop that runs over the d e s i r e d va lue s f o r the coup l ing
% st r ength
f o r i = 0 : inc
% Def ine s how g should increment .
g = 0.01 + maxg/ inc ∗ i ;
% The matrix C was constucted in a way to not in c lude
% the coup l ing s t r ength g in order to reduce
% computation time . The only va lue s that need g are
% the other d iagona l b lock matr i ce s . The e a s i e s t way
% to accompl ish i n c l u d i n g g i s to subt rac t the block
% diagona l matr ices , mu l t ip l e the e n t i r e temporary C
% by g , then add back in the b lockd iagona l e lements .
tempC = C − DiagC ;
NewC = g∗tempC ;
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tempC2 = NewC + DiagC ;
% Obtains the e igenva lue s , M, from the g e n e r a l i z e d
% e igenva lue problem M∗D∗Psi = C∗Psi and s t o r e s
% them along with g .
[ Vector , Value ] = e i g ( tempC2 ,D) ;
Values = s i z e ( Value ) ;
f o r s = 1 : Values ( 1 ) ;
Value1 ( s ) = Value ( s , s ) ;
end
[ minV , minP ] = min ( Value1 ) ;
Result = [ Result ; g minV ] ;
Vector1 = Vector ( : , minP ) ;
Result1 = [ Result1 ; RelP ( g , dStor , Vector1 ,N ) ] ;
end
[ VectorD , ValueD ] = e i g (D) ;
f o r s = 1 : Values ( 1 ) ;
Value1D ( s ) = ValueD ( s , s ) ;
end
% An i f statement to check f o r negat ive e i g e n v a l u e s .
%P h y s i c a l l y the e i g e n v a l u e s should not be negat ive .
%This could be caused by roundo f f e r r o r
i f min ( Value1D ) < 0
d i sp ( ’ Warning : Overlap has negat ive e igenva lue ’ )
end
% Pr int s a graph o f the e i g e n v a l u e s M as a func t i on o f g .
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s c a t t e r ( Result ( : , 1 ) , Result ( : , 2 ) ) ;
f unc t i on [ Result ] = BaseNorm( deg , n)
%Inputs : deg , The max polynomial degree , and n , number
%of p a r t i c l e s .
%
%Outputs : Result , a square matrix .
%
%This func t i on c r e a t e s the dnn matrix f o r the f i n a l D
%matrix . These matr i ce s are b lock d iagona l in D. This
%func t i on makes matr i ce s r e p r e s e n t i n g
%I n t e g r a t e [ x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn∗(1−x1−x2− . . .−xn )∗QNkˆ(n)∗QNkˆ(n)
%dx1dx2 . . . dxn .
%Ca l l s Norm( ) to he lp normal ize the b a s i s po lynomia ls
Nor = Norm( deg , n ) ;
%I f the re are no neut ra l p a r t i c l e s , the func t i on r e tu rn s
%a 1
i f n == 0
Result = 1 ;
e l s e
%Matrix that r e p r e s e n t s the poly x1x2 . . . xn
t1 = ones (1 , n ) ;
%Matrix that r e p r e s e n t s the poly (1+x1+x2 +.. .+ xn ) these
%w i l l be turned to minuses during i n t e g r a t i o n
t2 = [ z e r o s (1 , n ) ; unique ( perms ( [ 1 z e ro s (1 , n−1) ] ) , ’ rows ’ ) ] ;
%For loop that c a l l e s genSet that c r e a t s a matrix
%that r e p r e s e n t s a l l p o s s i b l e po lynomia ls needed .
PRep = [ ] ;
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f o r s = 0 : deg
PRep = [ PRep ; genSet ( s , n , s ) ] ;
end
%Dec la re s some needed v a r i a b l e s f o r the l a t e r loop .
r = s i z e (PRep ) ;
Result = [ ] ;
f 4 = [ ] ;
f o r i = 1 : r (1 )
f o r j = 1 : r (1 )
%Uses PRep to c r e a t e the base po lynomia l s
f 2 = unique ( perms (PRep( i , : ) ) , ’ rows ’ ) ;
f 3 = unique ( perms (PRep( j , : ) ) , ’ rows ’ ) ;
%M u l t i p l i e s the four po lynomia l s toge the r
f 4 = PolM( f2 , f 3 ) ;
t3 = PolM( t1 , t2 ) ;
t4 = PolM( f4 , t3 ) ;
%This loop , i n t e g r a t e s the f i n a l r e s u l t i n g
%po lyn imia l r ep re s en ted by the matrix t4
t4 s = s i z e ( t4 ) ;
EndInt = 0 ;
f o r s = 1 : t4 s (1 )
Numer = 1 ;
%This loop determines the f i n a l numerator
%f o r the i n t e g r a t e d value
f o r t = 1 : t4 s (2 )
Numer = Numer∗ f a c t o r i a l ( t4 ( s , t ) ) ;
end
%This i f statement determines i f the term
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%from i n t e g r a t i o n needed to be subtracted
%or added to the f i n a l r e s u l t .
i f sum( t4 ( s , : ) ) == sum( f4 ( 1 , : ) ) + n
EndInt = EndInt
+ Numer/ f a c t o r i a l (sum( t4 ( s , : ) ) + n ) ;
e l s e
EndInt = EndInt
− Numer/ f a c t o r i a l (sum( t4 ( s , : ) ) + n ) ;
end
end
%Records the r e s u l t i n to a matrix c a l l e d Result
Result ( i , j ) =
EndInt /( Nor ( i , i )ˆ (1/2)∗Nor ( j , j ) ˆ ( 1 / 2 ) ) ;
end
end
end
end
func t i on [ Result ] = Norm( deg , n)
%Inputs : deg , The max polynomial degree , and n , number
%of p a r t i c l e s .
%
%Outputs : Result , a square matrix with only d iagona l
%elements that are the i n v e r s e square o f the
%norma l i za t i on cons tant s f o r the b a s i s po lynomia ls
%
%This func t i on he lps normal ize the b a s i s po lynomia l s
%by arrange ing them in order on the d iagona l o f a
%matrix . This a l l ows them to be used e a s i l y with
%f u n c t i o n s OffNorm , OnDNorm, and BaseNorm .
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%I f statement f o r i f no p a r t i c l e s are present , Norm j u s t
%p r i n t s out 1 .
i f n == 0
Result = 1 ;
e l s e
%Represents polynomial x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn
t1 = ones (1 , n ) ;
%Represents polynomial (1−x1−x2− . . .−xn )
t2 = [ z e r o s (1 , n ) ; unique ( perms ( [ 1 z e ro s (1 , n−1) ] ) , ’ rows ’ ) ] ;
%Creates a matrix that r e p r e s e n t s a l l the p o s s i b l e
%degree c o n f i g u r a t i o n s
PRep = [ ] ;
f o r s = 0 : deg
PRep = [ PRep ; genSet ( s , n , s ) ] ;
end
%I n i t i a l i z e s some va lue s l a t e r needed f o r the loop
r = s i z e (PRep ) ;
Result = [ ] ;
f 4 = [ ] ;
%Loop that makes each element o f the f i n a l matrix
f o r i = 1 : r (1 )
%Matr ices that r e p r e s e n t the cor re spond ing
%polynomial to the row in PRep
f2 = unique ( perms (PRep( i , : ) ) , ’ rows ’ ) ;
%M u l t i p l i e s the polynomia l s toge the r one by one
%and c r e a t e s a matrix that r e p r e s e n t s the f i n a l
%r e s u l t
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f4 = PolM( f2 , f 2 ) ;
t5 = PolM( t1 , t2 ) ;
t6 = PolM( f4 , t5 ) ;
%This loop s imu la t e s i n t e g r a t i n g the polynomial
t6 s = s i z e ( t6 ) ;
EndInt = 0 ;
f o r s = 1 : t6 s (1 )
%Small loop to d e f i n e the numerator f o r the
%i n t e g r a l r e s u l t
Numer = 1 ;
f o r t = 1 : t6 s (2 )
Numer = Numer∗ f a c t o r i a l ( t6 ( s , t ) ) ;
end
%This i f statement i s used to determine the
%s ign on each
%term in the polynomial
i f sum( t6 ( s , : ) ) == sum( f4 ( 1 , : ) ) + n
EndInt = EndInt + Numer/ f a c t o r i a l (sum( t6 ( s , : ) )
+ n ) ;
e l s e
EndInt = EndInt − Numer/ f a c t o r i a l (sum( t6 ( s , : ) )
+ n ) ;
end
end
%Records the f i n a l r e s u l t
Result ( i , i ) = EndInt ;
end
end
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end
func t i on [ Result ] = RelP (g , dStor , Vector ,N)
%Inputs : g , The coup l ing strength , Vector , a vec to r that
%conta in s the e i g e n v e c t o r from the g e n e r a l i z e d e i g enva lue
%of C and D, and N, a vec to r o f the h i ghe s t degree s f o r
%each s e c t o r .
%
%Outputs : Result , a matrix o f va lue s .
%
%This func t i on l ooks at the r e l a t i v e p r o b a b i l i t i e s o f the
%s e c t o r s provided to i t . This func t i on completes t h i s by
%being given the e i g e n v e c t o r f o r the C and D problem .
%The r e l a t i v e p robab i l ty i s I n t e g r a t e [\ P s i i ˆ2/ Ps i 0 ˆ 2 ] .
%The number o f p a r t i c l e s i s needed f o r t h i s loop as we l l
%as the an index o f where in the e i g e n v e c t o r the loop needs
%to be . That i s where t o t s comes in .
n = length (N)−1;
t o t s = 0 ;
Result = [ ] ;
%Loop that goes through every r e s u l t from
%FockGenMultNorm2 .m.
f o r i = 1 : n
%Need to know how many e i g e n v a l u e s the re were .
dS ize = s i z e ( dStor { i +1});
sepVec = ze ro s ( dS ize ( 1 ) , 1 ) ;
%Store s the d e s i r e d b a s i s polynomial c o e f f i c i e n t s .
f o r t = 1 : dS ize (1 )
sepVec ( t ) = Vector (1+ t o t s+t ) ;
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end
%Creates \ P s i i ˆ2 .
tempResult = transpose ( sepVec )∗ dStor { i +1}∗sepVec ;
%Div ides \ P s i i ˆ2 by \Ps i 0 .
Result = [ Result tempResult / Vector ( 1 ) ˆ 2 ] ;
%Records which \ P s i i we are on .
t o t s = t o t s + dSize ( 1 ) ;
end
%Returns Resu l t s .
Result = [ g Result ] ;
f unc t i on [ Result ] = OnDNorm( deg , n , mt)
%Inputs : deg , The max polynomial degree , and n , number
%of p a r t i c l e s .
%
%Outputs : Result , a square matrix .
%
%This func t i on c r e a t e s the cnn matrix f o r the f i n a l C
%matrix . These matr i ce s are b lock d iagona l in C. This
%func t i on makes matr i ce s r e p r e s e n t i n g
%I n t e g r a t e [ mt∗mt∗x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn + x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn−1
%∗(1−x1−x2− . . .−xn ) + x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn−2∗xn∗(1−x1−x2− . . .−xn )
%+ . . . + x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn∗(1−x1−x2− . . .−xn )
%∗QNkˆ(n)∗QNkˆ(n) dx1dx2 . . . dxn .
%I f the number o f p a r t i c l e s i s 0 , r e tu rn s only mt .
i f n == 0
Result = mt∗mt ;
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e l s e
%Creates a matrix with i n v e r s e squares o f the
%norma l i za t i on cons tant s f o r the polynomia ls
Nor = Norm( deg , n ) ;
%Represents the polynomial x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn and
%(1−x1−x2− . . .−xn )
t1 = ones (1 , n ) ;
t2 = [ z e r o s (1 , n ) ; unique ( perms ( [ 1 z e ro s (1 , n−1) ] ) , ’ rows ’ ) ] ;
%Represents the polynomial o f x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn−1 added
%with a l l permutat ions o f the miss ing v a r i a b l e .
t3 = unique ( perms ( [ 0 ones (1 , n−1) ] ) , ’ rows ’ ) ;
%Creates a matrix that r e p r e s e n t s a l l the p o s s i b l e
%degree c o n f i g u r a t i o n s
PRep = [ ] ;
f o r s = 0 : deg
PRep = [ PRep ; genSet ( s , n , s ) ] ;
end
%Var iab l e s needed f o r the loop
r = s i z e (PRep ) ;
Result = [ ] ;
f 4 = [ ] ;
%Loop that makes a l l the e lements f o r the f i n a l matrix .
f o r i = 1 : r (1 )
f o r j = 1 : r (1 )
%Matr ices that r e p r e s e n t the cor re spond ing
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%polynomial to the row in PRep
f2 = unique ( perms (PRep( i , : ) ) , ’ rows ’ ) ;
f 3 = unique ( perms (PRep( j , : ) ) , ’ rows ’ ) ;
%M u l t i p l i e s a l l the matr i ce s toge the r
f 4 = PolM( f2 , f 3 ) ;
t5 = PolM( t3 , t2 ) ;
t6 = PolM( f4 , t5 ) ;
t7 = PolM( f4 , t1 ) ;
%Var iab l e s needed f o r l oops
t6 s = s i z e ( t6 ) ;
EndInt = 0 ;
%The r e s u l t i n g polynomial has vary ing s i g n s
%of +/− so , two loops are needed to get the
%f i n a l r e s u l t .
f o r s = 1 : t6 s (1 )
%Numerator f o r the r e s u l t from i n t e g r a t i o n
Numer = 1 ;
f o r t = 1 : t6 s (2 )
Numer = Numer∗ f a c t o r i a l ( t6 ( s , t ) ) ;
end
%This i f statement adds or su b t r a c t s the
%r e s u l t s depending on the degree o f the
%polynomial term be f o r e i n t e g r a t i o n
i f sum( t6 ( s , : ) ) == sum( f4 ( 1 , : ) ) + n − 1
EndInt = EndInt
+ Numer/ f a c t o r i a l (sum( t6 ( s , : ) ) + n ) ;
e l s e
EndInt = EndInt
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− Numer/ f a c t o r i a l (sum( t6 ( s , : ) ) + n ) ;
end
end
%Same loop as e a r l i e r without the i f statement .
t7 s = s i z e ( t7 ) ;
f o r s = 1 : t7 s (1 )
Numer = 1 ;
f o r t = 1 : n
Numer = Numer∗ f a c t o r i a l ( t7 ( s , t ) ) ;
end
EndInt = EndInt
+ mt∗mt∗Numer/ f a c t o r i a l (sum( t7 ( s , : ) ) + n ) ;
end
Result ( i , j ) =
EndInt /( Nor ( i , i )ˆ (1/2)∗Nor ( j , j ) ˆ ( 1 / 2 ) ) ;
end
end
end
end
func t i on [ Result ] = OffDNorm( deg1 , deg2 , n)
%Inputs : deg1 , The max polynomial degree o f the n−1 number
%of p a r t i c l e s , deg2 , the max polynomial degree o f the
%n number o f p a r t i c l e s .
%
%Outputs : Result , a r e c t angu l a r matrix that r e p r e s e n t s the
%n p a r t i c l e s t a t e i n t e r a c t i n g with the n−1 p a r t i c l e s t a t e
%
%This func t i on c r e a t e s the o f f d iagona l matr i ce s f o r the
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%f i n a l C matrix . This matrix has the form cnn−1. This a l s o
%c r e a t e s the cn−1n matrix s i n c e they are j u s t t r anspo s e s
%o f each other . This code r e p r e s e n t s
%n ˆ(1/2) I n t e g r a l [ x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn−1Q Nkˆ(n)Q Nkˆ(n−1)
%∗dx1dx2 . . . dxn
%Creates the i n v e r s e squares o f the norma l i za t i on cons tant s
%f o r n−1 and n p a r t i c l e s t a t e s
Nor1 = Norm( deg1 , n−1);
Nor2 = Norm( deg2 , n ) ;
%Represents the polynomial x1∗x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn−1
t1 = [ ones (1 , n−1) 0 ] ;
%Creates a matrix that r e p r e s e n t s a l l the p o s s i b l e degree
%c o n f i g u r a t i o n s
PRep1 = [ ] ;
PRep2 = [ ] ;
f o r s = 0 : deg2
PRep2 = [ PRep2 ; genSet ( s , n , s ) ] ;
end
f o r s = 0 : deg1
PRep1 = [ PRep1 ; genSet ( s , n−1, s ) ] ;
end
%I n i t i a l i z e s some va lue s l a t e r needed f o r the loop
r1 = s i z e (PRep1 ) ;
r2 = s i z e (PRep2 ) ;
Result = [ ] ;
f 4 = [ ] ;
f 5 = [ ] ;
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%Loop that makes each element o f the f i n a l matrix
f o r i = 1 : r1 (1 )
f o r j = 1 : r2 (1 )
%Matr ices that r e p r e s e n t the cor re spond ing
%polynomial to the row in PRep
f2 = unique ( perms (PRep2( j , : ) ) , ’ rows ’ ) ;
g2 = unique ( perms (PRep1( i , : ) ) , ’ rows ’ ) ;
g2s = s i z e ( g2 ) ;
%g2 i s not the same s i z e as f 2 due to the f2 having
%an extra p a r t i c l e xn . The terms in the polynomial
%need to be added in so f2 and g3 can be m u l t i p l i e d
%toge the r c o r r e c t l y .
g3 = [ g2 z e ro s ( g2s ( 1 ) , 1 ) ] ;
%M u l t i p l i e s po lynomia l s toge the r to get the f i n a l
%polynomial .
f 4 = PolM( f2 , g3 ) ;
f 5 = PolM( f4 , t1 ) ;
%I n i t i a l i z i n g parameters f o r the loop .
t5 s = s i z e ( f 5 ) ;
EndInt = 0 ;
%Loop that i n t e g r a t e s the polynomial .
f o r s = 1 : t5 s (1 )
%Numerator f o r the r e s u l t from i n t e g r a t i o n
Numer = 1 ;
f o r t = 1 : t5 s (2 )
Numer = Numer∗ f a c t o r i a l ( f 5 ( s , t ) ) ;
end
EndInt = EndInt + Numer/ f a c t o r i a l (sum( f5 ( s , : ) )
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+ n ) ;
end
Result ( j , i ) = nˆ(1/2)∗EndInt /( Nor1 ( i , i ) ˆ (1/2)
∗Nor2 ( j , j ) ˆ ( 1 / 2 ) ) ;
end
end
end
func t i on [ s e t s ] = genSet (N, n , max)
%Inputs : N and max are the h i ghe s t order o f the b a s i s
%polynomia l s . n i s the number o f p a r t i c l e s .
%
%Outputs : s e t s , a matrix where a row conta in s m i where
%m i i s x i ˆm i f o r the b a s i s po lynomia l s .
%
%This func t i on produces a vec to r conta in ing the degree s
%o f some o f the terms in the b a s i s po lynomia ls . This matrix
%w i l l have i t s rows permuted to c rea ted the r e s t o f the
%terms . This func t i on i s r e c u r s i v e . For any value o f N, a l l
%lower va lue s must a l s o be used f o r the expansion .
%I f statement to stop the code from running f o r e v e r .
i f N<1
%i f N i s 0 then a l l v a r i a b l e s in the term have degree
%zero .
s e t s = ze ro s (1 , n ) ;
e l s e
%I n i t i a l i z e s the matrix
s e t s = [ ] ;
%The t o t a l degree f o r each term can only be N. This
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%loop makes sure to t h i s occurs .
f o r i = c e i l (N/n ) :N
%I f statement needed f o r c a l l i n g the func t i on again .
i f i <= max
x = genSet (N−i , n−1, i ) ;
%I f statment used f o r when x c a l l e s genSet with
%N<0.
i f isempty ( x )
s e t s = [ s e t s ; i ] ;
e l s e
%Loop that adds x to the r e s u l t and s t o r e s
%the r e s u l t in s e t s .
k = s i z e ( x ) ;
f o r j = 1 : k (1 )
temp = [ i x ( j , : ) ] ;
s e t s = [ s e t s ; temp ] ;
end
end
end
end
end
A.2 First and Second Order in LFCC Using Mathematica
(∗ : : Package : : ∗)
(∗PollyFun i n i t i a l i z e s what the polynomia ls needed f o r
LightMatrixMaker . wl ∗)
(∗ genSet i s a r e c u r s i v e func t i on that d e f i n e s the exponents on
the polynomia l s used in the second order approximation ∗)
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genSet [ deg , n , max ] := Module [{ s e t s , i , k , j , x} ,
(∗ I f statement that s tops the func t i on from c a l l i n g i t s e l f
f o r e v e r ∗)
I f [ deg<1,
s e t s = {ConstantArray [ 0 , n ] } ;
For [ r = 1 , r<n+1, r++]
,
s e t s = {} ; (∗ I n i t i a l i z e s some v a r i a b l e s and s t a r t s the loop ∗)
For [ i = C e i l i n g [ ( deg/n ) ] , i<deg+1, i ++,
I f [ i <= max ,
x = genSet [ deg−i , n−1, i ] ;
I f [ x== {} ,
tempsize = Dimensions [ s e t s ] ;
s e t s = I n s e r t [ s e t s , i , tempsize [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 ] ;
,
k = Dimensions [ x ] ;
For [ j = 1 , j<k [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , j ++,
temp = Flatten [{ i , x [ [ j ] ] } ] ;
tempsize = Dimensions [ s e t s ] ;
s e t s = I n s e r t [ s e t s , temp , tempsize [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 ] ;
]
]
]
]
] ;
s e t s
] ;
(∗Gets the mth term o f the deg degree polynomial f o r two
v a r i a b l e s Used in second order approximation ∗)
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po l l y2 [ x , y , deg , m ] := Module [{ s , PRep , PRepSize , PRep2 , q , temp ,
sizetemp , tempPol1 , tempPol , po l ly2 , i , k , j } ,
(∗ I n i t i a l i z e s v a r i a b l e s ∗)
po l l y2 ={};
PRep = {} ;
(∗ loop to get the exponents from genSet ∗)
For [ s = 0 , s<deg+1, s++,
PRep = Join [ PRep , genSet [ s , 2 , s ] ] ;
] ;
PRepSize = Dimensions [ PRep ] ;
PRep2 = {} ;
(∗ loop puts the exponents with t h e i r proper v a r i a b l e s x and y∗)
For [ q = 1 , q<PRepSize [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , q++,
temp = Flatten [ De l e t eDup l i ca t e s [ Permutations [ PRep [ [ q ] ] ] ] ] ;
s i zetemp = Dimensions [ temp ] ;
tempPol1 = 0 ;
For [ j = 0 , j<s izetemp [ [ 1 ] ] / 2 , j ++,
tempPol = xˆtemp [ [1+2∗ j ] ] ∗ yˆtemp [ [2+2∗ j ] ] ;
tempPol1 = tempPol1 + tempPol ;
] ;
po l l y2 = I n s e r t [ po l ly2 , tempPol1 , −1 ] ;
] ;
po l l y2 [ [m] ]
]
(∗Same as prev ious func t i on but f o r one v a r i a b l e ∗)
po l l y1 [ x , deg , m ] := Module [{ tempPol , po l ly2 , j } ,
po l l y2 ={};
For [ j = 0 , j<deg+1, j ++,
tempPol = xˆ j ;
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po l l y2 = I n s e r t [ po l ly2 , tempPol , −1 ] ;
] ;
po l l y2 [ [m] ]
]
(∗ : : Package : : ∗)
(∗ IntEs . wl i s a code wr i t t en to i n i t i a l i z e f u n c t i o n s
in Mathematica . The f u n c t i o n s wr i t t en here I n t e g r a t e po lyn im ia l s .
There are mu l t ip l e f u n c t i o n s s i n c e an i n t e g r a t i o n with two
v a r i a b l e s i n s t ead o f three i s s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t . ∗ )
(∗Names the func t i on and a l l l o c a l v a r i a b l e s ∗)
Int3Est01 [ poly , x , y , z ] := Module [{ExPoly , ListPoly , ListPolyLeng ,
i , j , ExpTab , Coefsub , CoefTab , polySub , Result1 , Result , ExtraTerm } ,
(∗Expands the g iven polynomial ∗)
ExPoly = Expand [ poly ] + ExtraTerm ;
(∗Makes each term in to a l i s t ∗)
L i s tPo ly2 = ExPoly / . Plus −> L i s t ;
L i s tPo ly = DeleteCases [ ListPoly2 , ExtraTerm ] ;
ListPolyLeng = Dimensions [ L i s tPo ly ] ;
(∗Makes a l i s t o f the exponents f o r each term ∗)
ExpTab = Table [{ Exponent [ L i s tPo ly [ [m] ] , x ] , Exponent [ L i s tPo ly [ [m] ]
, y ] , Exponent [ L i s tPo ly [ [m] ] , z ]} ,{m, 1 , ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] } ] ;
(∗Gathers the c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r each term in to a l i s t ∗)
Coefsub = C o e f f i c i e n t R u l e s [ ListPoly ,{ x , y , z } ] ;
CoefTab = Table [ ExpTab [ [m] ] / . Coefsub [ [m] ] , {m, 1 ,
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ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] } ] ;
(∗ Var iab le i n i t i a l i z a t i o n ∗)
Result1 = ConstantArray [ 0 , ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] ] ;
(∗Loop that ac t s as the i n t e g r a t i o n . ∗ )
For [ i = 1 , i < ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , i ++,
polySub = 1 ;
For [ j = 1 , j < 4 , j ++,
polySub = polySub /(ExpTab [ [ i , j ] ] + 1 ) ;
] ;
Result1 [ [ i ] ] = polySub ;
] ;
(∗Combines the c o e f f i c i e n t s from the terms and m u l t i p l i e s them
by the i n t e g r a t i o n outcome then sums them toge the r . ∗ )
Result = Total [ Result1 ∗CoefTab ]
]
(∗Does the same as the func t i on above but with two v a i r a b l e s
i n s t ead o f three ∗)
Int2Est01 [ poly , x , y ] := Module [{ExPoly , ListPoly ,
ListPolyLeng , i , j , ExpTab , Coefsub , CoefTab , polySub ,
Result1 , Result , ExtraTerm } ,
(∗Expands the g iven polynomial ∗)
ExPoly = Expand [ poly ] + ExtraTerm ;
(∗Makes each term in to a l i s t ∗)
L i s tPo ly2 = ExPoly / . Plus −> L i s t ;
L i s tPo ly = DeleteCases [ ListPoly2 , ExtraTerm ] ;
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ListPolyLeng = Dimensions [ L i s tPo ly ] ;
(∗Makes a l i s t o f the exponents f o r each term ∗)
ExpTab = Table [{ Exponent [ L i s tPo ly [ [m] ] , x ] , Exponent [ L i s tPo ly [ [m] ] ,
y ]} ,{m, 1 , ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] } ] ;
(∗Gathers the c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r each term in to a l i s t ∗)
Coefsub = C o e f f i c i e n t R u l e s [ ListPoly ,{ x , y } ] ;
CoefTab = Table [ ExpTab [ [m] ] / . Coefsub [ [m] ] , {m, 1 ,
ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] } ] ;
(∗ Var iab le i n i t i a l i z a t i o n ∗)
Result1 = ConstantArray [ 0 , ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] ] ;
(∗Loop that ac t s as the i n t e g r a t i o n . ∗ )
For [ i = 1 , i < ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , i ++,
polySub = 1 ;
For [ j = 1 , j < 3 , j ++,
polySub = polySub /(ExpTab [ [ i , j ] ] + 1 ) ;
] ;
Result1 [ [ i ] ] = polySub ;
] ;
(∗Combines the c o e f f i c i e n t s from the terms and m u l t i p l i e s them
by the i n t e g r a t i o n outcome then sums them toge the r . ∗ )
Result = Total [ Result1 ∗CoefTab ]
]
(∗2 v a r i a b l e s with d i f f e r e n t i n t e g r a t i o n bounds ∗)
Int2Est [ poly , x , y ] := Module [{ExPoly , ListPoly ,
ListPolyLeng , i , j , ExpTab , Coefsub , CoefTab , polySub ,
Result1 , Result , ExtraTerm } ,
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(∗Expands the g iven polynomial ∗)
ExPoly = Expand [ poly ] + ExtraTerm ;
(∗Makes each term in to a l i s t ∗)
L i s tPo ly2 = ExPoly / . Plus −> L i s t ;
L i s tPo ly = DeleteCases [ ListPoly2 , ExtraTerm ] ;
ListPolyLeng = Dimensions [ L i s tPo ly ] ;
(∗Makes a l i s t o f the exponents f o r each term ∗)
ExpTab = Table [{ Exponent [ L i s tPo ly [ [m] ] , x ] ,
Exponent [ L i s tPo ly [ [m] ] , y ]} ,{m, 1 ,
ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] } ] ;
(∗Gathers the c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r each term in to a l i s t ∗)
Coefsub = C o e f f i c i e n t R u l e s [ ListPoly ,{ x , y } ] ;
CoefTab = Table [ ExpTab [ [m] ] / . Coefsub [ [m] ] , {m, 1 ,
ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] } ] ;
(∗ Var iab le i n i t i a l i z a t i o n ∗)
Result1 = ConstantArray [ 0 , ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] ] ;
(∗Loop that ac t s as the i n t e g r a t i o n . ∗ )
For [ i = 1 , i < ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , i ++,
polySub = 1 ;
polySub = F a c t o r i a l [ ExpTab [ [ i , 2 ] ] ] ∗ F a c t o r i a l [
ExpTab [ [ i , 1 ] ] ] / F a c t o r i a l [ ExpTab [ [ i , 1 ] ]
+ExpTab [ [ i , 2 ] ] + 2 ] ;
Result1 [ [ i ] ] = polySub ;
] ;
(∗Combines the c o e f f i c i e n t s from the terms and m u l t i p l i e s them
by the i n t e g r a t i o n outcome then sums them toge the r . ∗ )
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Result = Total [ Result1 ∗CoefTab ]
]
(∗One v a r i a b l e i n t e g r a t i o n ∗)
Int1Est01 [ poly , x ] := Module [{ExPoly , ListPoly , ListPolyLeng , i , j ,
ExpTab , Coefsub , CoefTab , polySub , Result1 , Result , ExtraTerm } ,
(∗Expands the g iven polynomial ∗)
ExPoly = Expand [ poly ] + ExtraTerm ;
(∗Makes each term in to a l i s t ∗)
L i s tPo ly2 = ExPoly / . Plus −> L i s t ;
L i s tPo ly = DeleteCases [ ListPoly2 , ExtraTerm ] ;
ListPolyLeng = Dimensions [ L i s tPo ly ] ;
(∗Makes a l i s t o f the exponents f o r each term ∗)
ExpTab = Table [{ Exponent [ L i s tPo ly [ [m] ] , x ]} ,{m, 1 ,
ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] } ] ;
(∗Gathers the c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r each term in to a l i s t ∗)
Coefsub = C o e f f i c i e n t R u l e s [ ListPoly , x ] ;
CoefTab = Table [ ExpTab [ [m] ] / . Coefsub [ [m] ] , {m, 1 ,
ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] } ] ;
(∗ Var iab le i n i t i a l i z a t i o n ∗)
Result1 = ConstantArray [ 0 , ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] ] ;
(∗Loop that ac t s as the i n t e g r a t i o n . ∗ )
For [ i = 1 , i < ListPolyLeng [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , i ++,
polySub = 1 ;
polySub = polySub /(ExpTab [ [ i , 1 ] ] + 1 ) ;
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Result1 [ [ i ] ] = polySub ;
] ;
(∗Combines the c o e f f i c i e n t s from the terms and m u l t i p l i e s
them by the i n t e g r a t i o n outcome then sums them toge the r . ∗ )
Result = Total [ Result1 ∗CoefTab ]
]
(∗ : : Package : : ∗)
(∗ LightMatrixMaker2 . wl c r e a t e s the matr i ce s and ve c to r s to be
used to s o l v e the f i n a l equat ion f o r the LFCC method∗)
(∗ f [ ] i s a func t i on that d e f i n e s the b a s i s po lynomia l s f o r s i n g l e
v a r i a b l e po lynomia l s . ∗ )
f [ b , x ] = JacobiP [ b , 1 , 1 , 2∗ x − 1 ] ∗ ( ( ( b + 2)/( b + 1))
∗ (2∗b + 3 ) ) ˆ ( 1 / 2 ) ;
(∗k d i c t a t e s the degree o f b a s i s po lynomia l s to be used ∗)
k = 2 ;
k2 = 2 ;
w = k+1;
w2temp = Dimensions [ po l l y2 [ x , y , k2 , Al l ] ] ;
w2 = w2temp [ [ 1 ] ] ;
(∗These v a r i a b l e s c a l l the func t i on po l l y2 . This d e f i n e s a l l the
needed two v a r i a b l e b a s i s po lynomia ls ∗)
px1z2 = po l l y2 [ x1 , z2∗(1−x1 ) , k2 , Al l ]
px1z1 = po l l y2 [ x1 , z1∗(1−x1 ) , k2 , Al l ]
px1yx1 = po l l y2 [ x1 , y∗(1−x1 ) , k2 , Al l ]
px1x2 = po l l y2 [ x1 , x2 , k2 , Al l ]
px1y = po l l y2 [ x1 , y , k2 , Al l ]
pz1z2 = po l l y2 [ z2 , z1 , k2 , Al l ]
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pzy = po l l y2 [ z1∗(1−y ) , z2∗(1−y ) , k2 , Al l ]
pxzx = po l l y2 [ x1 , z2∗(1−x1)∗(1− z1 ) , k2 , Al l ]
pzyz = po l l y2 [ z1(1−y ) , z2∗(1−y)∗(1− z1 ) , k2 , Al l ]
pzyzz = po l l y2 [ z1(1−y ) , z2∗(1−z1(1−y ) ) , k2 , Al l ]
pxzxy = po l l y2 [ x1 , z2∗(1−x1)(1− z1 ) , k2 , Al l ]
pz1z2z2 = po l l y2 [ z1(1−z2 ) , z2 , k2 , Al l ]
pz1z2z1 = po l l y2 [ z1 , z2(1−z1 ) , k2 , Al l ]
(∗ Def ines the matr i ce s . m and n are r eve r s ed r e l a t i v e to the
t h e s i s and that the re are other permutat ions . These
permutat ions should not matter because they mult ip ly
symmetric products o f c o e f f i c i e n t s , such as a n a l a s . ∗ )
PTloop = Table [ Int1Est01 [ f [ n , x ] , x ] , {n , 0 , k } ] ;
PTu = Table [ Int1Est01 [(1−x )∗ f [m, x ]∗ f [ n , x ] , x ] ,{m, 0 , k} ,
{n , 0 , k } ] ;
PTloopTsub = Table [ Int1Est01 [ x∗ f [m, x ]∗ f [ n , x ] , x ] , {m, 0 , k} ,
{n , 0 , k } ] ;
PTTloopsub = Table [ Int2Est01 [ f [m,(1−y )∗ z ] ∗ ( z∗(1−y ) )∗ f [ n , y ]
∗ f [ s , z ] , z , y ] , {m, 0 , k} ,{n , 0 , k} ,{ s , 0 , k } ] ;
TP = Table [ Int1Est01 [ x∗x∗ f [m, x ]∗ f [ n , x ] , x ] ,{m, 0 , k} ,
{n , 0 , k } ] ;
TPTsub = Table [ Int1Est01 [ x∗(1−x )∗ f [m, x ]∗ f [ n , x ] , x ] ,
{m, 0 , k} ,{n , 0 , k } ] ;
PT2loop = Table [ Int2Est [ f [m, x1 ]∗ x1∗px1y [ [ n ] ] , y , x1 ] , {m, 0 , k} ,
{n , 1 , w2 } ] ;
P1T = Table [ Int2Est [ f [ n , x1 ]∗ x1∗px1x2 [ [m] ] , x2 , x1 ] , {m, 1 , w2} ,
{n , 0 , k } ] ;
PxT2 = Table [ Int2Est [ x1∗x2∗px1x2 [ [m] ] ∗ px1x2 [ [ n ] ] , x2 , x1 ] ,{
m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 1 , w2 } ] ;
PuT2 = Table [ Int2Est [(1−x1−x2 )∗ x2∗px1x2 [ [m] ] ∗ px1x2 [ [ n ] ] ,
x2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 1 , w2 } ] ;
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PTTusub = Table [ Int2Est01 [ z2∗(1−x1)∗(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )∗ px1z2 [ [m] ]
∗ f [ n , x1 ]∗ f [ l , z2 ] , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k } ] ;
PTuTsub = Table [ Int2Est01 [ x1∗(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )∗ px1z2 [ [m] ]
∗ f [ n , x1 ]∗ f [ l , z2 ] , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k } ] ;
PxTTsub = Table [ Int2Est01 [ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1 )∗ px1z2 [ [m] ] ∗ f [ n , z2 ]
∗ f [ l , x1 ] , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k } ] ;
PTT2loopsub = Table [ Int3Est01 [(1− z1 )∗ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1 )ˆ2
∗pxzxy [ [m] ] ∗ px1z1 [ [ l ] ] ∗ f [ n , z2 ] , z2 , z1 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,
{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 1 , w2 } ] ;
PT2loopTsub =Table [ Int3Est01 [(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )∗ z2∗x1∗px1z2 [ [m] ]
∗ f [ n , x1 ]∗ pz1z2z2 [ [ l ] ] , z1 , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,
{ l , 1 , w2 } ] ;
PT2Tloopsub =Table [ Int3Est01 [ z1∗ z2∗(1−y)∗(1−y)∗(1− z1 )∗
(1−z1 )∗ pzyz [ [m] ] ∗ pz1z2z1 [ [ l ] ] ∗ f [ n , y ] , y , z1 , z2 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,
{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 1 , w2 } ] ;
PTTTloopsub = Table [ Int3Est01 [ z1∗(1−y )∗ z2∗(1−z1 )∗(1−y )
∗pzyz [ [m] ] ∗ f [ s , z2 ]∗ f [ n , z1 ]∗ f [ l , y ] , z2 , z1 , y ] , {m, 1 , w2} ,
{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k} ,{ s , 0 , k } ] ;
PTTloopTsub =Table [ Int3Est01 [ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1)∗(1− z1 )∗ pxzx [ [m] ]
∗ f [ n , z2 ]∗ f [ l , x1 ]∗ f [ s , z1 ] , z2 , z1 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,
{ l , 0 , k} ,{ s , 0 , k } ] ;
PTloopTTsub1 =Table [ Int2Est01 [ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1 )∗ px1z2 [ [m] ]
∗ f [ n , z2 ]∗ f [ l , x1 ] , x1 , z2 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k } ] ;
TP1 = Table [ Int2Est01 [ f [ n , z2 ]∗ z2∗(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )∗ px1z2 [ [m] ] ,
z2 , x1 ] , {m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k } ] ;
TPxTsub = Table [ Int2Est01 [ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )∗ px1z2 [ [m] ]
∗ f [ n , z2 ]∗ f [ l , x1 ] , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k } ] ;
TPT2sub =Table [ Int3Est01 [ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1)∗(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )
∗px1z2 [ [m] ] ∗ px1yx1 [ [ l ] ] ∗ f [ n , z2 ] , y , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,
{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 1 , w2 } ] ;
TPTTloopsub =Table [ Int3Est01 [ z1∗ z2∗(1−y)∗(1−(1−y ) z2 )ˆ2(
1−z2 )∗ pzyzz [ [m] ] f [ s , z2 ]∗ f [ n , z1 ]∗ f [ l , y ] , y , z2 , z1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,
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{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k} ,{ s , 0 , k } ] ;
TPTloopTsub = Table [ Int3Est01 [ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )
∗px1z2 [ [m] ] ∗ f [ n , z2 ]∗ f [ l , x1 ] , z1 , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,
{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k } ] ;
T2Psub = Table [ Int2Est [ x1∗x2∗(1−x1−x2 )∗ px1x2 [ [m] ]
∗px1x2 [ [ n ] ] , x2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 1 , w2 } ] ;
TTPsub = Table [ Int2Est01 [ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1)∗(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )
∗px1z2 [ [m] ] ∗ f [ n , x1 ]∗ f [ l , z2 ] , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,
{ l , 0 , k } ] ;
TTPTsub = Table [ Int2Est01 [ x1∗ z2∗(1−x1)∗(1−x1)∗(1− z2 )
∗px1z2 [ [m] ] ∗ f [ n , x1 ]∗ f [ l , z2 ] , z2 , x1 ] ,{m, 1 , w2} ,{n , 0 , k} ,{ l , 0 , k } ] ;
(∗Some equat ions are s i m i l a r enough where we only need to
mult ip ly by PTloop . ∗ )
(∗ I n i t i a l i z e s v a r i a b l e s ∗)
PTloopTsub2 = Table [ i + j + g , { i , 0 , k} , { j , 0 , k} ,{g , 0 , k } ] ;
TPTsub2 = PTloopTsub2 ;
TPTloopTsub2 = Table [ i + j + g + l , { l , 0 , w2−1} , { j , 0 , k} ,
{g , 0 , k} ,{ i , 0 , k } ] ;
T2PTsub = Table [ i + j + g , { i , 0 , w2−1} , { j , 0 , k} ,{g , 0 , w2−1} ] ;
PTloopT2sub = T2PTsub ;
PTloopTTsub2 = TPTloopTsub2 ;
TTPTsub2 = TPTloopTsub2 ;
(∗ Def ines those v a r i a b l e s f o r each element in a loop ∗)
For [m=1, m<w+1, m++,
For [ n=1, n<w+1, n++,
For [ s =1, s<w+1 , s++,
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PTloopTsub2 [ [m, n , s ] ] = PTloop [ [ s ] ]
∗PTloopTsub [ [m, n ] ] ;
TPTsub2 [ [m, n , s ] ] = PTloop [ [ s ] ]
∗TPTsub [ [m, n ] ] ;
For [ l =1, l<w2+1 , l ++,
TPTloopTsub2 [ [ l , n , s ,m] ] =
PTloop [ [m] ] ∗ TPTloopTsub [ [ l , n , s ] ] ;
PTloopTTsub2 [ [ l , n , s ,m] ] =
PTloop [ [m] ] ∗ PTloopTTsub1 [ [ l , n , s ] ] ;
TTPTsub2 [ [ l , n , s ,m] ] = PTloop [ [m] ]
∗TTPTsub [ [ l , n , s ] ] ;
]
]
]
]
(∗ D i f f e r e n t shaped matr i ce s f o r t h i s loop ∗)
For [ s =1, s<w2+1, s++,
For [ n=1, n<w2+1, n++,
For [m=1, m<w+1 , m++,
T2PTsub [ [ n ,m, s ] ] = PTloop [ [m] ]
∗T2Psub [ [ n , s ] ] ;
PTloopT2sub [ [ n ,m, s ] ] = PTloop [ [m] ]
∗PxT2 [ [ n , s ] ] ;
]
]
]
(∗General l i s t o f v a r i a b l e s then A i s a l i s t o f the v a r i a b l e s
correponding to the k value ∗)
AL = {a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 , a9 , a10 , a11 , a12 , a13 , a14 } ;
A = Take [AL, w ] ;
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AL2 = {c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 , c7 , c8 , c9 , c10 , c11 , c12 , c13 , c14 , c15 ,
c16 , c17 , c18 , c19 , c20 , c21 , c22 , c23 , c24 , c25 , c26 , c27 , c28 , c29 , c30 } ;
A2 = Take [ AL2 , w2 ] ;
(∗Matr ices sometimes the wrong dimension such as kxkxk but need
to be kx ( k∗k )∗ )
PTloopT = ArrayReshape [ PTloopTsub2 ,{w,w∗w} ] ;
PTTloop = ArrayReshape [ PTTloopsub ,{w,w∗w} ] ;
TPT = ArrayReshape [ TPTsub2 ,{w,w∗w} ] ;
TTP = ArrayReshape [ TTPsub ,{w2 ,w∗w} ] ;
T2PT = ArrayReshape [ T2PTsub ,{w2 , w2∗w} ] ;
PTloopT2 = ArrayReshape [ PTloopT2sub ,{w2 , w2∗w} ] ;
TPTloopT = ArrayReshape [ TPTloopTsub2 ,{w2 ,w∗w∗w} ] ;
PxTT = ArrayReshape [ PxTTsub ,{w2 ,w∗w} ] ;
TPxT = ArrayReshape [ TPxTsub ,{w2 ,w∗w} ] ;
PTloopTT = ArrayReshape [ PTloopTTsub2 ,{w2 ,w∗w∗w} ] ;
TTPT = ArrayReshape [ TTPTsub2 ,{w2 ,w∗w∗w} ] ;
PTTu = ArrayReshape [ PTTusub ,{w2 ,w∗w} ] ;
PTuT = ArrayReshape [ PTuTsub ,{w2 ,w∗w} ] ;
PTT2loop = ArrayReshape [ PTT2loopsub ,{w2 , w2∗w} ] ;
PTTloopT = ArrayReshape [ PTTloopTsub ,{w2 ,w∗w∗w} ] ;
TPT2 = ArrayReshape [ TPT2sub ,{w2 , w2∗w} ] ;
TPTTloop = ArrayReshape [ TPTTloopsub ,{w2 ,w∗w∗w} ] ;
PTTTloop = ArrayReshape [ PTTTloopsub ,{w2 ,w∗w∗w} ] ;
PT2loopT = ArrayReshape [ PT2loopTsub ,{w2 , w2∗w} ] ;
PT2Tloop = ArrayReshape [ PT2Tloopsub ,{w2 , w2∗w} ] ;
(∗Pre−a l l o c a t e s the s i z e f o r the kxk vec to r ∗)
BLM = Table [ 1 ,{ i ,w} ,{ j ,w} ] ;
BLM2 = Table [ 1 ,{ i ,w} ,{ j ,w} ,{n ,w} ] ;
BLMmix21 = Table [ 1 ,{ i ,w} ,{ j , w2 } ] ;
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(∗ F i l l s BLM with the c o r r e c t v a r i a b l e combinat ions ∗)
For [ n=1, n<w+1, n++,
For [ s =1, s<w+1 , s++,
BLM[ [ n , s ] ] = AL [ [ n ] ] ∗AL [ [ s ] ] ;
For [m=1, m<w+1 , m++,
BLM2 [ [ n , s ,m] ] = AL [ [ n ] ] ∗AL [ [ s ] ] ∗AL [ [m] ] ;
]
]
]
(∗ F i l l s BLMmix21 with the c o r r e c t v a r i a b l e combinat ions ∗)
For [ s =1, s<w+1 , s++,
For [ n=1, n<w2+1, n++,
For [m=1, m<w2+1 , m++,
BLMmix21 [ [ s ,m] ] = AL [ [ s ] ] ∗AL2 [ [m] ] ;
]
]
]
(∗Makes a ( k∗k ) x1 vec to r to be m u l t i p l i e d by the matr i ce s ∗)
B = Flat ten [BLM]
B2 = Flatten [BLM2]
Bmix21 = Flat ten [ BLMmix21 ]
A
A2
(∗ : : Package : : ∗)
(∗ LightFinalMult2 . wl uses the Matr ices and v ec to r s from
LightMatrixMaker2 . wl to s o l v e the system o f equat ions
f o r the v a r i a b l e s a1 , a2 and so on then c a l c u a l t e s the
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value f o r (M/\mu)ˆ2 with f i r s t and second approximation . ∗ )
(∗Control parameters \ t i l d e {m} . t i s the cur rent i t e r a t i o n
with l be ing the max value f o r \ lambda . inc c o n t r o l s how
many va lue s o f \ lambda are t e s t e d . Then there are a bunch
o f v a r i a b l e s f o r s t o r i n g r e s u l t s ∗)
mt = 1 ;
t = 1 ;
l = 1 . 5 ;
inc = 100 ;
F ina l = Table [ u c ,{u , inc +1} ,{c , 2 } ] ;
F ina l2 = Fina l ;
F ina l2Mult i = Table [ u c ,{u , inc +1} ,{c , 2 0 0 } ] ;
s o l v e P l o t s = Table [ u ,{u , 2 0 0 } ] ;
FinalOrder1 = Fina l ;
Alength = Dimensions [A ] ;
A2length = Dimensions [ A2 ] ;
(∗These v a r i a b l e s w i l l l a t e r be used to t e s t the r e s u l t g iven
by FindRoot [ ] ∗ )
Atest = A;
A2test = A2 ;
BLMtest =BLM;
BLM2test = BLM2;
BLMmix21test = BLMmix21 ;
Btest = B;
B2test = B2 ;
Bmix21Test = Bmix21 ;
tempVec = Table [ u ,{u , inc +1} ] ;
F i n a l t e s t = MapThread [ Append ,{ Final , tempVec } ] ;
F i n a l t e s t = MapThread [ Append ,{ Fina l t e s t , tempVec } ] ;
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(∗Takes the two c o e f f i c i e n t v e c t o r s and combines them in to a
s i n g l e vec to r . ∗ )
A3 = Join [A, A2 ] ;
(∗Need to know how many c o e f f i c i e n t s the re are a long with a
way to s t o r e them a l l ∗)
Coe f f s = Dimensions [ A3 ] ;
Fina l2Mult iCoef = Table [ u c ,{u ,2} ,{ c , Coe f f s [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 } ]
(∗ I n i t i a l i z e s the i n i t i a l gue s s e s f o r FindRoot [ ] ∗ )
Guess3 = A3 ;
Guess = A;
(∗Loops that make the very f i r s t i n i t i a l guess a l l 0∗)
For [ r =1, r<w+1, r++,
Guess [ [ r ] ] = {AL [ [ r ] ] , 0 } ;
] ;
For [ r =1, r<w+w2+1, r++,
Guess3 [ [ r ] ] = {A3 [ [ r ] ] , 0 } ;
]
(∗Check to make sure i t worked ∗)
Pr int [ Guess3 ] ;
(∗This beg ins the loop to s o l v e the system o f equat ions f o r
mu l t ip l e va lue s f o r \ lambda . In t h i s code , \ lambda i s g ∗)
For [ g =0.01 , g<l+l / inc , g = g + l / inc ,
(∗Creats the d e s i r e d system o f equat ions and s t o r e s them as
a matrix ∗)
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EquationOrder1 = g∗PTloop + PTu.A + g∗PTloopT .B/2
+ g∗PTTloop .B/2 + mtˆ2∗TP.A − g∗TPT.B;
Equation = g∗PTloop + PTu.A + g∗PTloopT .B/2 + g∗PTTloop .B/2
+ mtˆ2∗TP.A − g∗TPT.B + 2∗g∗PT2loop . A2 ;
Equation2 = 2∗g∗P1T.A + 2∗mt∗mt∗PxT2 . A2 + 4∗PuT2 . A2 + PTTu.B
+ PTuT.B + mt∗mt∗PxTT.B + g∗PTloopT2 . Bmix21
+ 2∗g∗PTT2loop . Bmix21 + 2∗g∗PT2loopT . Bmix21 + g∗PT2Tloop . Bmix21
+ g∗PTTTloop . B2/3 + g∗PTTloopT . B2/3 + g∗PTloopTT . B2/3
− 2∗g∗TP1 .A − 2∗mt∗mt∗TPxT.B − 2∗PTTu.B − 4∗g∗TPT2. Bmix21
− g∗TPTTloop . B2 − g∗TPTloopT . B2 − 2∗mt∗mt∗T2Psub . A2
− 2∗g∗T2PT. Bmix21 + mt∗mt∗TTP.B + g∗TTPT. B2 ;
(∗Find root needs an i n i t i a l guess . F i r s t , pre−a l l o c a t e s i z e
then makes the prev ious s o l u t i o n f i r s t order the i n i t i a l
guess f o r a l l v a r i a b l e s ∗)
Equation3 = Join [ Equation , Equation2 ] ;
ResultFROrder1 = A / . FindRoot [{ EquationOrder1 } , Guess ] ;
For [ r =1, r<w+1, r++,
Guess3 [ [ r ] ] = {A [ [ r ] ] , ResultFROrder1 [ [ r ] ] } ;
] ;
ResultFR = A3 / . FindRoot [{ Equation3 } , Guess3 ] ;
DL = Dimensions [ ResultFR ] ;
MatrixForm [ ResultFR ] ;
(∗ Solve [ ] used to see a l l the s o l u t i o n s . This i s only used
f o r t e s t i n g at low va lue s f o r b a s i s polynomial order ∗)
ResultL = A3 / . NSolve [{ Equation3 == 0} , A3 ] ;
Pr int [ MatrixForm [ ResultL ] ] ;
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(∗Records how many s o l u t i o n s Solve [ ] produced ∗)
ResLength = Dimensions [ ResultL ] ;
(∗Uses the r e s u l t from FindRoot to f i n d (M/\mu)ˆ2∗ )
t1 t = Sum[ ResultFR [ [ v +1] ]∗ f [ v , y ] ,{ v , 0 , k } ] ;
t1tOrder1 = Sum[ ResultFROrder1 [ [ v +1] ]∗ f [ v , y ] ,{ v , 0 , k } ] ;
t1 t2 = Sum[ ResultL [ [ ResLength [ [ 1 ] ] , v +1] ]∗ f [ v , y ] ,{ v , 0 , k } ] ;
(∗This loop saves a l l the r e s u l t s from Solve [ ] f o r t e s t i n g ∗)
For [ r =1, r<ResLength [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , r++,
Fina l2Mult iCoef = Append [ Final2Mult iCoef , Join [{ g } ,
ResultL [ [ r ] ] ] ] ;
] ;
(∗This loop saves a l l the va lue s f o r (M/\mu)ˆ2 Solve [ ]
produced f o r t e s i n g ∗)
For [ r =1, r<ResLength [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , r++,
t1t2Mult i = Sum[ ResultL [ [ r , v +1] ]∗ f [ v , y ] ,{ v , 0 , k } ] ;
PolyLMulti = I n t e g r a t e [ t1t2Mult i ,{ y , 0 , 1 } ] ;
F ina l2Mult i [ [ t , r +1] ] = mt∗mt + g∗PolyLMulti ;
] ;
(∗ Sto r e s a l l the r e s u l t s and p r i n t s them to check them
as the code works ∗)
Fina l2Mult i [ [ t , 1 ] ] = g ;
PolyFR = I n t e g r a t e [ t1t ,{ y , 0 , 1 } ] ;
PolyFROrder1 = I n t e g r a t e [ t1tOrder1 ,{ y , 0 , 1 } ] ;
PolyL = I n t e g r a t e [ t1t2 ,{ y , 0 , 1 } ] ;
Pr int [ ResultFR , g ] ;
Pr int [ ResultFROrder1 , g ] ;
F ina l [ [ t , 2 ] ] = mt∗mt + g∗PolyFR ;
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Fina l [ [ t , 1 ] ] = g ;
FinalOrder1 [ [ t , 2 ] ] = mt∗mt + g∗PolyFROrder1 ;
FinalOrder1 [ [ t , 1 ] ] = g ;
F i n a l t e s t [ [ t , 2 ] ] = Fina l [ [ t , 2 ] ] ;
F i n a l t e s t [ [ t , 1 ] ] = Fina l [ [ t , 1 ] ] ;
F i n a l t e s t [ [ t , 4 ] ] = Fina l [ [ t , 2 ] ] − FinalOrder1 [ [ t , 2 ] ] ;
F ina l2 [ [ t , 2 ] ] = mt∗mt + g∗PolyL ;
Fina l2 [ [ t , 1 ] ] = g ;
(∗The next four loops s t o r e the c o e f f i c i e n t r e s u l t s from
FindRoot [ ] so they can be fed back in to the equat ions to
t e s t i f FindRoot [ ] did re turn an accurate r e s u l t ∗)
For [ r =1, r<Alength [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , r++,
Atest [ [ r ] ] = ResultFR [ [ r ] ] ;
] ;
For [ r =1, r<A2length [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , r++,
A2test [ [ r ] ] = ResultFR [ [ Alength [ [ 1 ] ] + r ] ] ;
] ;
For [ n=1, n<w+1, n++,
For [ s =1, s<w+1 , s++,
BLMtest [ [ n , s ] ] = Atest [ [ n ] ] ∗ Atest [ [ s ] ] ;
For [m=1, m<w+1 , m++,
BLM2test [ [ n , s ,m] ] = Atest [ [ n ] ] ∗ Atest [ [ s ] ]
∗Atest [ [m] ] ;
]
]
] ;
For [ s =1, s<w+1 , s++,
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For [ n=1, n<w2+1, n++,
For [m=1, m<w2+1 , m++,
BLMmix21test [ [ s ,m] ] = Atest [ [ s ] ]
∗A2test [ [m] ] ;
]
]
] ;
(∗Makes a ( k∗k ) x1 vec to r to be m u l t i p l i e d by the
matr i ce s ∗)
Btest = Flat ten [ BLMtest ] ;
B2test = Flat ten [ BLM2test ] ;
Bmix21test = Flat ten [ BLMmix21test ] ;
Equat iontes t = g∗PTloop + PTu. Atest+ g∗PTloopT . Btest /2
+ g∗PTTloop . Btest /2 + mtˆ2∗TP. Atest − g∗TPT. Btest
+ 2∗g∗PT2loop . A2test ;
Equat ion2tes t = 2∗g∗P1T. Atest + 2∗mt∗mt∗PxT2 . A2test
+ 4∗PuT2 . A2test + PTTu. Btest + PTuT. Btest + mt∗mt∗PxTT. Btest
+ g∗PTloopT2 . Bmix21test + 2∗g∗PTT2loop . Bmix21test
+ 2∗g∗PT2loopT . Bmix21test + g∗PT2Tloop . Bmix21test
+ g∗PTTTloop . B2test /3 + g∗PTTloopT . B2test /3
+ g∗PTloopTT . B2test /3 − 2∗g∗TP1 . Atest − 2∗mt∗mt∗TPxT. Btest
− 2∗PTTu. Btest − 4∗g∗TPT2. Bmix21test− g∗TPTTloop . B2test
− g∗TPTloopT . B2test − 2∗mt∗mt∗T2Psub . A2test
− 2∗g∗T2PT. Bmix21test + mt∗mt∗TTP. Btest + g∗TTPT. B2test ;
F i n a l t e s t [ [ t , 3 ] ] = Total [ N[ Join [ Equat iontest ,
Equat ion2tes t ] ] ] ;
t++;
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]
(∗ Pr in t s the r e s u l t s and makes p l o t s ∗)
MatrixForm [ F i n a l t e s t ]
MatrixForm [ Fina l2 ]
L i s t P l o t [ FinalOrder1 ]
L i s t P l o t [ F ina l ]
L i s t P l o t [ Re [ F ina l2 ] ]
MatrixForm [ Fina l2Mult i ]
For [ r =1, r<ResLength [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , r++,
s o l v e P l o t s [ [ r ] ]= L i s t P l o t [ Re [ Thread [{ Fina l2Mult i [ [ All , 1 ] ] ,
F ina l2Mult i [ [ All , r + 1 ] ] } ] ] ] ;
] ;
F ina l2Mult iCoef = Delete [ Final2Mult iCoef , 1 ] ;
F ina l2Mult iCoef = Delete [ Final2Mult iCoef , 1 ] ;
(∗ : : Package : : ∗)
(∗ CoefPlots . nb takes the c o e f f i c i e n t s g iven from Solve [ ] in
L ightFina lMult i2 . wl and p l o t s them . Then only one c o e f f i c i e n t
i s p r in ted f o r study . ∗ )
(∗ I n i t i a l i z e s the l i s t that w i l l hold a l l the p l o t s ∗)
Coe fPlots = A3 ;
(∗This loop runs f o r the number o f c o e f f i c i e n t s which i s
determined in LightFina lMult i2 ∗)
For [ r =1, r<Coe f f s [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 , r++,
CoefPlots [ [ r ] ]= L i s t P l o t [ Re [ Thread [{ Final2Mult iCoef [ [ All , 1 ] ] ,
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Final2Mult iCoef [ [ All , r + 1 ] ] } ] ] , PlotRange −> {{0 , 1} , {−.5 , . 5}} ,
AxesOrigin −> {0 , 0 } ] ;
] ;
(∗ Pr in t s the graph f o r a 0 ∗)
Coe fPlots [ [ 1 ] ]
(∗ : : Package : : ∗)
(∗ PlotSo lve . wl takes the p l o t s c r ea ted from Solve [ ] and
Fina lL ightMult i2 . wl and p r i n t s them to be s tud i ed . ∗ )
s o l v e P l o t s = Table [ u ,{u , ResLength [ [ 1 ] ] + 1 } ]
(∗A loop that goes through every r e s u l t and p l o t s them .
Then , s t o r e s the p l o t s onto a s i n g l e v a r i a b l e s o l v e P l o t s ∗)
For [ r =1, r<ResLength [ [ 1 ] ] + 2 , r++,
s o l v e P l o t s [ [ r ] ]= L i s t P l o t [ Re [ Thread [{ Fina l2Mult i [ [ All , 1 ] ] ,
F ina l2Mult i [ [ All , r + 1 ] ] } ] ] ] ;
] ;
(∗ F i r s t p r i n t s a l l the p l o t s s e p e r a t e l y ∗)
s o l v e P l o t s
ResLength
(∗ Pr in t s a l l the p l o t s onto the same graph then does t h i s
again on a s p e c i f i c range . ∗ )
Show [ s o l v e P l o t s ]
Show [ so lv eP lo t s , PlotRange −> {{0 , 20} , {−1, 100}} ,
AxesOrigin −> {0 , 0} ]
